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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

In the years 1990-91 Japan resembled an overage ship trylng tO

丘x its course amidst the bu鮎tings or a turbulent international

sltuatlOn.

In the Lower House elections held in early 1990 the Liberal

Democratic Party (LDP) managed to winチmajPrity (286 seats),

thereby showing that it had recovered from Its Serious defeat in the

Upper House elections orthe previous year, although in this it was

partly assisted by the collapse or socialist reglmeS in Eastern

Europe. In disregard or the objections orthe Japan Socialist Party

(JSP), whose fortunes were beginning to nag, the enthronement of

Emperor Akihito and the daljo-sai were performed in the time-

honored fashion, thus providing a display of Japanese tradition in

the midst of an amuent society boastlng the foremost economic

might in the world･ But at the same time the economic bubble born

or overinvestment and overspeculation burst, and with a growing

recession attention was drawn to increasing differences in wealth･

Then in August 1990 Iraq suddenly lnVaded Kuwait in de丘ance or

the superpowers'world hegemony'a hegemony that had become

somewhat lopsided as a result or the more conciliatory stance or

the Soviet Union. This Gulf crisis was resolved by a military

operation initiated in January 1991 by an Allied coalition which

the United States JuSti丘ed by means orUnited Nations resolutions,

and in the course or these events Japan was subjected to suddenly
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increaslng Pressure from the international communlty ln regard to

her international contribution. The Kaif-u Cabinet was unsuccess-

ful in its attempt to pass a United Nations Peacekeeplng Coopera-

tion Bill and then also failed to find a way out of its di侃culties by

trylng tO introduce political refわrms. The Miyazawa Cabinet

which took over from the Kaifu Cabinet also endeavored to pass

the UN PKO Cooperation Bill, but it ended up being carried over

to the next Diet session.

Durlng this same period the ratio or unionized labor agalnSt the

total work force continued to decline, and by 1991 it had fallen to

24.597.. At the same time female workers continued to increase in

numbers. The 17,490,000 regular employees among the 24,740,000

female workers in 1990 rose by 850,000 in 1991, the largest annual

increase ever recorded. The percentage of regular Female employees

among the total number or employees also increased to a record

37.9% in. 1991, and the female labor force partlCIPation rate,

indicative or the percentage or women wantlng tO work, exceeded

50% for the first time in twenty-one years since 1969. The aging Of

Japanese society has also been steadily advanclng, and in Septem-

ber 1991 there were 15,530,000 people aged 65 and over, represenト

lng a record 12.5% of the total population. On the other hand,

educational institutions for children up to secondary school level,

responsible fわr the welトbeing or the pre-working population,

continued to be plagued with problems stemming from contr01-

0riented education, and in July 1990 a high school girl died in

Robe a托er havlng been caught in a sliding gate that had been

installed in order to lock out students who arrived late fわr school.

Thus, as Japan vacillated agonizlng OVer the course that it should

take in international society, there spread within Japan what might

be termed structural social problems, ranglng from workers in the

prime of life dying from ove.rwork (karo-shi) to sexual harassment

of female workers, economlC distress of the elderly, and greater

control or and pressure on children.

What, then, Were the responses orsociology to these realities? As

with all branches or scholarship, Sociology need not necessarily

concern itself always exclusively with immediate social problems.

But as was polnted out by Auguste Comte, social realities not only
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possess spatial extenslty, but also have temporal depth refracted

through the present, past and future, and it is important to assess

the historical slgniBcance or all research activities in this light･

Among the more general works published durlng the period

under review, mention may丘rst be made dr the encyclopaedia

compiled by Ishikawa Hiroyoshi et all lI-Ol]･ This ency-

clopaedia, in the compilation or which sociologlStS Orthe younger

generation actively particlpated, provides leads on the study or

almost every conceivable subject relatlng not Only to mass culture

in general but also to traditional, modern and contemporary

aspects of the life and culture of the Japanese populace･ The

collection of materials c.ompiled by Kawai Takao lI-02], on the

other hand, although qulte unpretentious, is a mine or infわrmation

for those studying the history of sociology ln Japan, and in its

pages the reader can fわllow the process whereby sociology was

studied, digested and interpreted during the Meiji era, thereby

laylng the fわundations fわr the orlglnal research by Japanese that

appeared in the Taish6 era and later･ In an ongolng Project from

the previous review period, Vol. 3 0fthe Library of sociology lI-

03] was also published.

The work or a leading authorlty Or more advanced age was

represented by the publication or the collected works or Takeuchi

Toshimi [ト04], an indispensable s?urce fわr students or rural

villages and traditional communities ln Japan･ In 1989 Fukutake

Tadashi died suddenly, and an autobiography [ト05] and a

collection or memorial writings [ト06] were published･ Although

or course not academic works, they are in many ways instructive

for those wishing to acquaint themselves with the history of

sociologlCal research in postwar Japan･ In addition, a prewar

classic on economic sociology by Takashima Zen'ya [Ⅰ-07], who

died in 1990, was reissued, and a collection or posthumous

wrltlngS On Civil society, a subject to which he devoted himself in

his later years, was also published [Ⅰ-08]･ Both or these works

deserve to be read by anyone contemplatlng the study or Japanese

society ln that they provide insights into how a conscientious

Japanese sociologlSt sought to interpret the true fわrm or modern

society at a time when, after a distorted process or modernization,
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Japanese society had plunged into the fifteen-year wチr (1931145)

and how, on the basis of his reflections, he conceived of civil

society ln the present age.

As regards research on the classics or sociology, there appeared

a study or Marx considered in comparison ､with Comte by Murai

Hisatsugu lI-09], a.n examination of differences in the reception of

Max Weber's ideas ln Germany, Japan and the United States from

the perspective or comparative cultural studi.es by Uchida Yoshia-

ki [I-10], a reexaminrion of F･ T6nnies in connection with the

question of friendship ln future prospects for contemporary society

in the twenty-first century by Iida Tetsuya [I- 11], a discussioヮ of

the process whereby the fわundations or contemporary AmerlCan

sociology were laid by Uga Hiroshi lI- 12], and an eチamination of

C. Wright Mills in relation to sociologlCal imaglnatlOn and styles

of mass?riticism by Ina Masato lI- 13]･ Among these works, that

by Mural, Who suggests that in respect to dialectic methods for the

historical understanding or social development there are unexpecト

edly close similarities between Comte and Marx, is or special

intel･eSt in that the author makes effective use of a distinctively

Japanese perspective. The study by Uchida, who also describes

changes in the receptlOn Or Weber's ideas in the social sciences in

both prewar and postwar Japan, is helpful for understanding the

character or not only sociology but also the social sciences in

general in Japan. Lastly, the work by lna, a study ln Which a

young sociologlSt explores ways or adaptlng the ideas or Mills to
contemporary sociology from the new perspective of the relation-

ship between the self and the masses, will serve to familiarize the

reader with the current state or Japanese sociology.

As contributions to general sociologlCal theory, special mention

should be made orthe three books by Yoshida Tamito. In the丘rst

one, subtitled "An Evolutionist's Wienerian View or Nature" [ト

14], Yoshida丘rst fわrmulates a view or all natural history as "the

evolution of self-organization through data processing," and

within this鮎ld or vision he positions an earlier paper or his

written in 1967 in which he refbrmulated semiotics as an infわrma-

tion science that permits human subjectivlty, ln the light or which

he then interpreted individual behavior and the communication
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process. at the base or society･ In the second book [Ⅰ-15], which

ranges ln scope from early structuralist-functionalist research to the

latest theories on self-organization, Yoshida beglnS by analyzlng

basic concepts such as `motivation,Hsocial relations'and `group

systems,'then introduces the perspective or infわrmation studies,

and after advocating a general theory of change for social systems

and the establishment or social infわrmation studies as a discipline,

he surveys both systematically and developmentally theories or

infわrmation and selトorganization, in which advanced sociality lS

understood in terms of "self-organization of the 'lingulStic infor-

mation/internal option, type." Finally the､third book [Ⅰ- 16], in

which Yoshida applies this theory to issues in the social sciences

rather than to questions or subjectivlty and possession structure,

establishes the meanlng Or human liberation while adding perti-

nent theoretical expositions of social topics Such as life objectives,

leadership and refわrm, and not only does he provide a theoretical

basis fわr human meta-subjectivlty, the duality or self and other,

and feminism, but he also analytlCally reconstructs mass society

theory and historical materialism and rationalizes the invalidity or

capitalist/socialist dualism. and the diversity and optionality or

prlnCiples or social fbrmatlOn･ These three works deserve to be

read by fbrelgn Specialists and researchers in general as an example

or an orlglnal social theory fわrmulated by a Japanese sociologlSt

who has suitably utilized the fruits of twentieth-century sciences･ In

this connection mention should also be made or the palnStaking

study by Naka Hisao [ト17], since, tackling as it does on the basis

or many years or sedulous research the subject orcommunality, the

eternal theme or sociology, lt COntains some outstanding lnSights

into Japanese communality･

Further works tending towards basic or general theory lnClude

those by Sate Yoshiyuki [I-18], who deals with the everyday

life-world and theories of dialogue; Tanaka Yoshihisa lI-19],

who discusses the generation or meanlng ln SOCial behavior and

social relations;竺6t6 Y6suke [I-20], who exチmiTes the relation-

ship between social perceptlOnS and the imaglnatlVe faculty; and

6sawa Masachi [I-21], who describes the process whereby society

arises through the attribution or meaning to the human body･
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sat6,S study represents an attempt to apply J･ Habermas's theory of

communicative action to the realities or Japanese society, and on

the assumptlOn that Hthe people's desire fわr the reinstatement orthe

everyday lifbworld" underlies contemporary social changes, he

maintains that in order to transcend Japanese-style corporate

society and create a symbiotic society there is a need to shift from
"solipsistic self-organization based on the paradigm of self-

consciousness" to urelational self-organization based on the para-

digm or understanding･M Tanaka, on the other hand, considers the

meaning of rationality ln contemporary society from his long-held

standpolllt Of methodologlCal relationism, and inasmuch as his

study plnpOlntS the problem or ambigulty inherent in the commu-

nicative action or the Japanese, it o鮎rs many suggestions to those

wishing to study the relationship between the everyday life-world

of the Japanese and contemporary society･ K6t6, baslng himself on

the viewpolnt that Hsocial perceptlOnS are a method or world-
●

production,M discusses the structure and typology or sociologlCal

imaglnation as a form of world-production, and his work is full of

highly suggestive comments on the role of folklife studies and

narratives in the social structure or the everyday world or the

Japanese･ Lastly'Osawa deals with the process whereby human

society evolves as a semantic realm through the generation from

man,s prlmOrdial physICality or a body to which have been

attributed the meanlngS Or HproPess body,M Hrepressed body,M
Hcentralized bodyM and Habstract body'M and his work merits

attention as a new basic social theory or as a reexamination or

society by an up-and-coming Japanese sociologlSt･

In the丘dd or mathematical sociology, there appeared works

edited by Hiramatsu Hiroshi [Ⅰ-22] and by Seiyama Kazuo and

Umino Michio [ト23]. The fわrmer volume tackles the popular

subject of networks from the standpolnt Of mathematical sociol-

ogy, and it deals with toplCS Such as the paradoxical strength or

weak bonds, power relations within an exchange network, the

chooslng Of friends, Social intercourse and social distance, balance

in group structure, and the mathematical structure or relatives･ The

volume edited by Seiyama and Umino, on the other hand,

approaches the question or social order and social dilemma, a
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fundamental issue in sociology, from the perspective of mathemati-

cal sociology, but without bringlng mathematical fわrmulae to the

fore, and it contains nine papers on the problem of order and the

structure of questions, the individualistic approach to the problem

or order, the social contract theory or institutions, the problem or

order and evolutionary theory, the scope or the study or social

dilemma, the OIsen problem, the tragedy or common land, Social

exchange and social dilemma, and social movements and solidar-

lty. This compilation may be considered to provide evidence orthe

steady advances being made in mathematical sociology by both

established and younger sociologlStS.

In addition to the above, there also appeared two palnStaking

studies on the history or social surveys in Japan. These were the

second volume or a compilation by Kawai Takao [ト24] and a

work edited by Eguchi Eiichi [ト25]. They are both meticulous

historical studies undertaken by several researchers, and they are

requlred reading fわr acquaintlng Oneself with the history or social

surveys in Japan since the Meiji era.

ⅠⅠ. JAPANESE SocIETY: STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS

As an example of a systematic study focusslng On the history of

Japanese society, there appeared.first of all a work by Tominaga

Ken'ichi [ⅠⅠ-01]. This book, which is divided into three parts,

dealing with theories or modernization and Japanese society, the

modernization or Japan, and social modernization in Japan and

changes in social structure, is the丘rst comprehensive analysts Or

Japan's modernization to have been undertaken by a single

Japanese sociologlSt.

Havlngfirst argued with reference to postwar theories of mod-

ernization fわr the need to develop the concept or modernization

from a historical concept into a universal concept, Tominaga

differentiates on the basis of T. Parsons's AGIL-schema economic

modernization, political modernization, Social modernization and

cultural modernization, and he then subdivides social moderniza-

tion, the special丘eld or sociology, into the modernization or the

family, the modernization of villages and cities, the modernization
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of organizations, the modernization of social stratification, and the

modernization of the state and national society. Tominaga defines

Japanese traditional society, which constituted the initial stage or

Japanese modernization, as a society which, although possesslng a

feudal system resembling that of the European.middle ages, did not

abandon the emperor system, a vestlge Or ancient times, but instead

invoked it fわr the purposes or modernization, and he maintains

that although Japan's modernization, which started off from this

traditional society, began with economic modernization in the

form of economic growth based on industrialization and attempted

to achieve political modernization through the establishment or

democracy, it encountered dimculties with social and cultural

modernization aiming at the realization of freedom, peace and

rationalism and left many problems for the postwar era･ The

author, who started off in his career from Parsons-style functional-

ism, has hitherto glVen Clear-cut responses to problems concernlng

Japan's industrial society and various other issues, and it is worth

noting that here he has accepted on a large scale the views or

people such as Maruyama Masao who, while comlng under the
in flue.nce of the "Lectures" faction (Ko-zaha) of prewar Japanese

MarxISm, also adopted Weber's understanding or the modern age

based on his theory or ethos in their criticism or Japan's moderni-

zatlOn.

The same thing can be said or Tominaga's analysts OHapan's
social modernization, for he does not consider the structural

changes in the family, village and corporate organizations that

have accompanied modernization to have been consistently under-

pinned by anything distinctively Japaヮese such as the ie (house-

hold) principle, and instead he maintalnS that the Japanese family,

village and corporation too can basically be dealt with by means

or universal concepts also applicable to European social history,

such as the family Gemeinschaft, village Gemeinschaft and family

business. He also believes that so-called HJapanese-style manage一

ment" is in fact indicative of the backwardness of Japan'S social

modernization and that with advances in modernization it is today

de丘nitely in the process or disintegration･ Then in regard to

structural changes in social strati丘cation, the author undertakes an
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analysis based on straighトout statistical analysts, and in contrast

to commonly held views he argues that Japanese society cannot be

described as a society characterized by academic credentialism,

while in connection with structural changes in the state and

national society he goes back as far as Aizawa Seishisai and

Yoshida Sh6in in probing the roots of the concept of a Hnational

polity" (kokutai) and states that it was only in the postwar period

that Japanese national society was finally liberated from the ir-

rational spell of this ideology and assumed the form of a welfare

state･ In these respects this book deserves high appraisal in that the

author is consistent in his exposition ormodernism. But irone now

reconsiders this uuniversalistic" theory of modernization from a

still more universal perspective, One cannot help being critical or

certain polntS, for example, the fact that, although referring to

dependency theory and world society theory, the author has been

unable to turn to full account the orlglnal intent of these theories

and instead develops his.arguments on the assumptlOn that the

brand of modernization that has spread throughput the world from

the West is in itself universal, and consequently he appears to be

unaware of the fact that Japan's modernization has been part of the

creation or a system or world control by the modern West and that

not only does it fわr this very reason possess a certain degree or

openness and even more repressiveness, but it is now, as was done

by M. Foucault, also being subjected to the exposure or the

violence inherent in the modern West itself.

Another historical study or Japanese society appeared in the

form ofa volume edited by Tsutsui Kiyotada lII-02]. As is noted

by the editor himself, this is the first uhistorico-SociologlCal study

or modern Japan solely by researchers or sociology･M In his open-

ing pleCe, Tsutsui surveys the history or the historico-SociologlCal

research or modern Japan in the postwar period and mentions

three currents, namely, that or modernist political science which

began with Maruyama Masao's criticism of Japanese fascism, that

or modernist sociology which, stimulated by the above current,

delved more deeply lntO aspects Such as consciousness and values,

and that or postmodernism which, appearlng a托er the two fbre-

golng Currents, has been produclng results especially ln the鮎ld or
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education. The various schools or historical sociology ln Europe

and the United States are summarized by Tsutsui et al･ in the

closlng Chapter, and the fact that the contributors do not go

straight into the study of Japan from here but in effect, even though

it is not necessarily made explicit, from a recapltulation of research
● I

by Japanese scholars with a historico-sociologlCal slgnificance is

no doubt the correct stance for researchers to adopt. The main

body or this volume consists or papers by researchers still younger

than the editor dealing with toplCS Such as stratum structure in the

early Meiji era with a focus on families of samurai descent

(shizoku), views of the "family state" in the Meiji era, the forma-

tion of the military elite during the Taish6 and Sh6wa eras, the life

histories of farming immigrants in Manchuria, the sentiments and

loglC Or the general populace durlng the war, the careers or

administrative bureaucrats, and a comparative analys上s Or the

educated elite in Japan and Germany･ This work represents an

important collection or papers which would suggest that we may

expect further achievements along these lines in the future･ An

important anthology ormaterials providing a basis fわr the study or

the social history or modern Japan is that edited by Minami

Hiroshi, mention or which has already been made on more than

one occasion in previous volumes or this bibliographical series,

and Volume ll [Ⅰト03] was published during the period under

review. It is full of valuable material on how commoners looked

upon the emperor and the imperial family･

Turning now from the past to the present, our attention is drawn

first of all to the collection of papers edited by End6 S6ichi,

Mitsuyoshi Toshiyuki and Nakada Minoru [ⅠⅠ-04]･ Although a

smallish book, the elev?n contributors (including the three edi-

tors) each Present pertlnent analyses or structural changes in

Japanese soclety Since the 1970s which take into account the results

of group discussions･ In regard to this work, reference may also be

made to a rather lengthy review in which l comment in some detail

Pn the content oreach paper [Ⅰト0甘A counterpart to this volume
lS provided by a collection or papers edited by Shiobara Tsutomu

et all and dealing with changes in lifestyle in Japan since the 1970s

lII-06]. Researchers ranging from the up-and-coming to veterans
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discuss the fわllowing ten toplCS: manners With a fわcus on gourmet

culture; the trend towards pleasurable consumptlOn in an over一

mature consumer society; the structural reorganization or commu-

nication; education problems with a focus on the refusal to attend
l

school; the self-consciousness of the Japanese; the boom of new

and nco-new religlOnS; Changes in the world or medical care and

questions concerning Its SOCial control; the present state orenviron一

mental issues and future prospects; directions of change in the life

system or the Japanese; and the question or endogenous develop一

ment within Japanese society. Partly because or the toplCS Chosen,

the analyses as a whole are superficial, but Chapter 4 (Imazu

K6jir6), which dem.Onstrates that the refusal to attend school is a

form of physical resistance by children agalnSt the control-Oriented

education of contemporary society,.and Chapter 5 (Kimura Y6ji),

which polntS Out that the focal polnt Of the self-Consciousness of

contemporary man lies in "the discovery orthe appearance" or our

bodies exposed to the gaze or others, will assist one in understand-

ing correlations between the structure or Japanese society and

individual subjectivlty aS Well as related micro一macro issues. In

addition, Chapter 7 (H6getsu Makoto), which argues that the

values and structure or Japanese society are being tested by the

question or how to control the latest advances in medicine such as

organ transplants, and Chapter. 10 (Shiobara), which reexamines

the role or the religlOuS boom in the "multistrati丘ed structuraliza-

tion" of life in society and considers the possibilities of en-

dogenous development based on symbiosis and evolution through

a change of direction from discriminative complementarlty tO

counteractive complementarlty, are also instructive when consider-

ing the future direction of Japanese society.

Further attempts to present overall analyses or the present state

oHapanese society lnClude a volume edited by Kida Akio and
Sasaki Kiyoz6 [II107] and a book by Maniwa Mitsuyuki [II-08].

In the fわrmer, Japanese society lS understood as a "corporate

society," and the contributors set out to elucidate consumptlVe life,

youth culture, Japanese culture, relations with Asia, science and

technology, and human problems within such a society. It is a

useful work in that it shows that all these issues are grounded in
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the fact that Japanese corporations themselves constitute self-

sutficient HsocietiesM and it also describes the movements that are

emerglng both within and without these "societies" in order to

liberate people丘om their spell. The book by Maniwa, on the other

hand, attempts to shed light on the structure add characteristics of

Japanese society from the perspective of group culture theory, and

the author argues that a distinctive combination or inclusion by

groups and exclusion from groups has determined the outward

character or Japanese society. His examination or the fわrmation or

such a culture through the medium or agrarian communities and

the emperor system, the role or group circles and corporations in

postwar democratization and high economic growth, and the

various fわrms or group repression and deviancy ln a managed

society that is becomlng ever more Systematized, as well as his

subsequent reconsideration orthe meanlng Or modernization in the

light of the present state of Japanese society, offer a number of

suggestions fわr the study or Japanese sわciety.

An analysts OHapanese society that fbcusses on politics was
brought out by Aoki Yasuhiro and Nakamichi Minoru [ⅠⅠ-09].

As a study or political sociology that comes squarely to grlpS With

Japanese politics it may be described as an epoch-making achieve-

ment. Followlng Aoki's introductory section, a total or eight

contributors discuss the history or postwar conservative politics,

the organization and character of the LDP, distinctive features of

the adminstrative bureaucracy, business and politics, the character

and role orthe JSP, the political role orlabor unions, centraHocal

relations, the role or social movements, Conditions in an advanced

mass society and the phenomenon or depoliticization, and the

relationship between political stability and economic development･

The papers are all instructive, but especially deservlng Or attention

are Chapter 8 (Tanaka Shigeru), in which, having de丘ned centraレ

local relations as a "system of compound differentiation of func-

tions and regions," the writer maintains that interreg10nal differ-

ences arise through the overlapping Of reg10nal differentiation and

the "differentiation of social margins" (corresponding to the
"social cleavageM or S.C. Flanagan and B.M. Richardson) due to

industrial forms and geographical features, and Chapter　9
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(Muta Kazue), in which the writer analyzes with reference

concrete examples the development or new social movements

0 nt　･l

Japan and their political meaning and maintains that the alleged

stagnation or social movements does not necessarily hold true･

In addition, there also appeared an analysis by Miyake Ichir6
一

lII- 10] of the political conec.iousness, Political participation and

voting behavior or Kyoto cltlZenS OVer a period or twenty years

from the late 1960s to late 1980S, a竺ork by Nishihira Shigeki [I1-

11] which clarifies by means of statlStics?uestions relating to the

Japanese electoral system, and a volume ln English compiled by

watanuki J6ji et al. [II- 12] which brings together the results of

many years or international joint research on the voting behavior

or the Japanese･

studies that examine Japanese society from the perspective of

education include a study by As6 Makoto [II- 13] on the relation-

ship between the formation of an educated elite on the one hand

and corporate growth and bureaucratic politics on the other; a

volume edited by Ama.no lkuo [Ⅰ日4] which, drawing its exam-

ples from Sasayama ln Tamba, elucidates the actual process

whereby academic credentialism develops; a work by Yamanoi

Atsunori [Ⅰ日5] which, through a study of university. proFesso-

riate transfers, sheds light on the realities of the domination of

academic cliques; and a study by Kariya Takehiko [Ⅰト16] which

clari丘es the mechanism or high school graduate employment and

considers the merits and demerits or Japanese-style occupation

selection. Further details on the content or some or these works

may be fわund in the chapter on HEducationM in the present volume,

but it is worth noting that the growlng number orstudies that may

be broadly regarded as dealing with the social history oreducation

would seem to corroborate the view of Tsutsui referred to earlier･

Lastly, studies oHapanese society relating to the problem or
ethnicity appeared in the for? of a book by Tomiyama lchir6 [Ⅰト

17] dealing with the relatlOnShip between …OkinawansM and

modern Japanese society and a volume edited by Okuda Michihiro

and Tajima Junko lII-18] on the daily life and views of Asian

forelgnerS and Japanese residents in Ikebukuro･ The former work

by Tomlyama is an excellent study which, on the premise that the
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people or Okinawa "possessed their own cultural and political

identlty until they were incorporated into Japanese modern society

as a result orthe integration orthe RyukyusM in the 1870S, analyzes

the process whereby, ln the course oHapan's capltalist develop一

ment, they became a source of labor, were di貞criminated agalnSt

and became victims or war in their varylng roles as "Okinawans,"
HRyukyuans" and HJapanese," whereafter they were once agaln

absorbed into Japanese society. Along with the study or recent

ethnic minorities such as those dealt with by Okuda and Tajima,

a more active approach to the study or the ethniclty historically

present in Japanese society will be without a doubt an important

issue fわr Japanese sociology in the ruture･ In addition, there

was also published a book by Komai Hiroshi [Ⅰト19] which

approaches the question of foreign WOrkers not from the stand-

polnt Of either "openlng UPM or "closlng O仔" Japan, but on the

assumption that an influx of forelgn workers is inevitable.

ⅠⅠⅠ. PopULAT10N DYNAMICS AND THE FAMILY

On the subject of population dynamics there appeared firstly a

work by Yamaguchi Kiichi [ⅠⅠト01]. It is an introductory work

dealing with the world at large, but since the author has fわr many

years been engaged in the study or population problems in Japan,

it contains an excellent overview or the population dynamics or

Japan. Japan's population problems and population policies are

dealt with in Chapter 1, Section 4, and Chapter 2, Section 4, while

historical changes in Japan's popluation in the premodern period

are described in Chapter 4, Sections 2-3, and population dynamics

and related issues in contemporary Japan are discussed in Chapter

5. As regards historical changes in Japan's population, it has now

become possible to check the national population fわr every six

years since Ky6h6 6 (1721) during the rule of Tokugawa Yo-

shimune, the eighth shogun, ln the Edo period; ir the population

towards the end orthe Sengoku period (second halror 16th cent.)

is estimated to have been 18,000,000, by the time or Yoshimune it

had risen to about　31,000,000, at which level it more or less

remained until the end of the Tokugawa bakufu, and according to
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Yamaguchi this stagnancy was due to famine, epidemics, incom-

plete reglSterS, postponement Of manage, abortion and infanti-

cide. Ir we now consider the population or presenトday Japan, in

1985 it was 121,000,000, orwhich 21.5% was 14 years and under,

68.2% was between the ages of 15 and 64, and10･3% was 65 years

and over, and henceforth the growth rate will gradually fall until

2015, when the population will reach almost 136,000,000 and then

decline, at which time it is estimated that 17% will be 14 years and

under, 60% will be between the ages of 15 and 64, and 23% will be

65 years and over･ According to Yamaguchi, the fわcal polnt Or

Japan,s population problem in the future will, needless to say, be

the rapid aglng Or the population, and he argues that not only

is there a need to maintain the vitality or Japan's economy and

society ln Order to bear the burdens or丘nancial support, medical

care and welfare for the aged, but it is also important to improve

and expand houslng and to explore the most desirable family

arrangements･ In this regard reference should also be made to an

introductory work edited by Yamqguchi [II1-02]･ A study of

population and class analysis by SuglmOri K6ichi [III-03] discus-

ses in detail social occupational classi丘cation in France, and one

looks fわrward to a comparison with an analys上s OrClass composi-

tion based on Japan's population censuses･

Next, turnlng Our attention to the family, we find that a major

achievement durlng this period was the publication of 'Kazoku

kon'in'kenkyu- bunken senshu--Senzen-hen, compiled by Yuza-

wa Yasuhiko [ⅠⅠⅠ-04]. This 16-Volume series is composed ortwo

volumes from the Meiji era,five volumes from the Taish6 era and

nine volumes from the Sh6wa era. The two works from the Meiji

era are Aruga Nagao'S study of the evolution of the family system,

which, drawing on H･ Spencer's ideas, mal･ked the start of family

and marrlage Studies in modern Japan, and a collection or

common-law precedents relating tO Personal affairs that was

compiled by the Jichikan in view of the fact that uthe two chapters

on domestic relations law and inheritance law in the Civil Code

are in fact drawn from an indigenous family system and are based

on custom, and therefore if one wishes to penetrate theil･ depths

and learn their true meaning, One must perforce refer to customary
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practice, Just aS When masterlng European codes or law one must

Brst explain Roman law from which they orlglnally derive･M The

works from the Taish6 era consist of a study of retirement of the

household head (inkyo) by Hozumi Nobushige, a discussion of

the "child-centered home" by the Christian socialist Abe Isoo, a

study of the divorce system by Hozumi Shiget6, a dissertation on

the family system and women's issues by the sociologlSt Kawada

Shir6, and a study of the history of the Japanese family system by

Sunagawa Kan'ei. Lastly, the works from the Sh6wa era consist of

two studies of the family and marrlage and of the ie and the family

system by Toda Teiz6 (who established positivist sociology in

Japan), Suzuki Eitar6'S study or the principles or Japanese rural

sociology and Aruga Kizaemon'S study of the Japanese family

system and tenant farming system (both of which exerted en?r-

mous influence on.rrral sociology in postwar Japan), Marxist

Tamaki Hajime's crltlque Of the Japanese family system, a discus-

sion of the teaching offamilism by Shimmi Kichiji, a study of the

family system as seen from Japanese folklife studies by Hashiura

Yasuo, a study or marrlage and population by Okazaki Fuminori,

and a study of the large extended families in Shirakawa by Ema

Mieko. These works will enable one to familiarize oneself with the

current of family studies in prewar Japan and with the history,

realities and social significance of the family and family system in

Japan.

Among family studies by currently active sociologlStS, One that

should not be overlooked when considerlng the Japanese family or

ie in its historical context is the volume by Hasegawa Yoshikazu

eJ α7. [ⅠⅠト05]. The theory fわrmulated by the authors on the basis

of many years offieldwork in Nagano prefecture strikes at the

ambiguity Of existing views on the Japanese ie and family system,

and it is or particular slgni丘cance in that it develops a sound

theory of the ie and the ie-like structure of Japanese society along

the lines or a theory orthe middle range. According to the authors,

the Japanese ie is by nature composite in that it has meaning not

only as a family, but also as a management body and as occupa-

tional rights (kabu) attendant upon the residential grounds, and

its internal structure was de丘ned by a system or dependent peas-
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ants･ In Japanese rural villages or the early modern period and

earlier there were dependent peasants attached to independent

farmers (hombyakusho-), from whom some of them would be

granted the right tO establish a branch household (bunke) and

groups of households (d0-zoku) and villag.es ､would be 90mposed

of such units; these do-zoku and villages ln turn constituted the

ground base of the higher-ranking samurai households (buke),

and thus was established the ie-like (rather than family-like)

structure oHapanese society･ On the basis or such a perspective
Hasegawa et all Consider that with the modernization of Japan the

ie was reduced to the family, while the d0-20ku became kinship

organizations and suffered social diffusion, and they rate highly

the current or research by Kitano Seiichi and others who have been

studying the contemporary Japanese family from such a vantage

polnt･ Since research of the family or ie along such lines is often

inseparable from the study of rural villages, Other such studies will

be touched on in the next section.

A volume that should not be overlooked when considering the

Japanese family in a global context, in contrast to the above work,

is a study orpatriarchalism and capltalist system by Ueno Chizuko

lIII-06]. Subtitled -The Horizons of Marxist Feminismj'it is
divided into two parts, devoted to theory and analysts respectively,

and it represents the high-water mark of feminist sociology ln

Japan･ First, in regard to the question or why housework is

unremunerated, a question which the debate over housework in

Japan has been unable to resolve, Ueno states that Westel･n femi-

nist sociologlStS resolved the problem by differentiating between

housework and industrial home work and argulng that through its

counterpart or patriarchalism modern capltalism separated house-

work from industrial home work and forced it upon women as a

class, and she maintains that modern patriarchalism has its base in
Hunpaid labor with sex as its variable･M Therefわre, when the

women's liberation movement began to galn momentum in resist-

ance to this discrimination and exploitation, modern capltalism

attempted to preserve patriarchalism by means or the Hpolitics or

reproduction" based on family policies and welfare policies･

Japanese capltalism, which in the course or its development invent-
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ed the ie as a corresponding form of patriarchalism, defended itself

in this manner against the first wave of feminism before World

war II, and with the burgeonlng Of the second wave of feminism

as housewives became part or the masses and women evolved into

a distinct class durlng the high economic growth of the postwar

period, Japanese capltalism dealt with these developments by

retaining an M-shaped pattern or women's employment, no longer

common in the advanced nations or the West, through the "inven-

tion" of part-time work in response to the birth of "housewife

workers,M such that women who had fわund work a托er leavlng

school would stop working to get married and have children and

would then take up parトtime work in order to supplement the

family Income Once the children had reached a certain age･ This

represented the second compromise between capltalism, which

brought about the birth of the housewife, and patriarchalism,

following. on from the first compromise (the so-called Victorian

compro?lSe), and Ueno argues that Japチnese capitalism, while

threatenlng tO replace women with immlgrant workers ir their

resistance as a class should become too strong, lS extending ltS

measures for self-preservation from the reorganization of the fam-

ily to the reorganization of the state, Corporations and family

relations by re.sorting to "QC ideas of reproduction" which encour-

age a "discontlnuation/reemployment" pattern of female labor and

emphasize the crisis faclng the family･

But elsewhere Ueno reverses this viewpolnt in an attempt to

reinterpret the contemporary Japanese family through the eyes of

individual family members･ In the openlng Paper Of a volume

formlng Part Of a series of which she herself is one of the editors

[III107], she advances the concept of "family identityM whereby

she tries to grasp ln real terms the manner in which individuals,

forced to select or to endure diverse ways of life in families of

which both the form and consciousness range from patterns tradi-

tional to Japanese society to more non-traditional patterns, each

possess a family consciousness or identlty that deviates to a greater

or lesser degree and in differing senses from the actual form of the

family, a family identlty by which each family member attempts to

bear with the complexity and weight of life･ According to Ueno,
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the,family ln contemporary Japan is in this sense "a new family

illusion," and yet for the Japanese the family represents "eternal

psychologlCal securlty gOOdsM or such importance that they are

unable to live without it. The volume containlng this paper by

Ueno is a collection or essays with an educative intent directed at

the general reader, and since there are a number or sociologlStS in

addition to Ueno among the contributors, it should provide leads

for approaching the present state of the family ln contemporary

Japan from fresh perspectives･

Moving on now to other research on the family, we may note a

study of the history of the family ln Japan by Sekiguchi Hiroko

and Kamata Toshiko et al. lIII-08], a volume on various facets

of the contemporary family compiled by Totani Osamu and

Yatazawa Noriko [ⅠⅠト09], a book by Yamane Tsuneo in which

the author discusses the family and marrlage and tries to formulate

a theory for transFending patriarchalism lIII-10], a study of

marriage and matrlmOnial relatlOnS by Kambara Fumiko [ⅠⅠト

11], and a study by Yokoy?ma Hiroko and Kamitani Yukari of

families where three generat10nS live together, said to constitute a

distinctive feature of the Japane.se family [III- 12]･ AmoTg these

studies, that by Kambara examines the question or matrlmOnial

relations, a topic dimcult to deal with directly, by considering with

the help of survey data polntS Such as mutual satisfaction and the

problems faced by each partner, and it is helpful for acquaintlng

oneself with the situation in contemporary Japan･ But when

compal･ed with the achievements of Hasegawa et al･ and Ueno, the

field of vision reflected in the work of researchers of the family

proper is generally narrow, and their analytlCal apparatus also

leaves something to be desired･ It is to be hoped that, rather than

confining themselves to family sociology ln the narrow sense of the

term, they will begln tO actively lnCOrpOrate the results or research

by people with a both historically and structurally broad perspec-

tive in order to incisively analyze family conditions in contempo-

rary Japan.

Lastly, ln regard to family policies and reg10nal policies, there

appeared a work compiled by lida Tetsuya. and End6 Akira [III-

13]. It begins with a general introduction ln Which lida discusses
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the relationship between family and reg10nal policies, and among

the ensuing chapters those dealing with family policies include

Chapter 3 (Nakagawa Junko) on trends in family policies, Chap-

ter 4 (Oda Toshikatsu) On the relationship between aging and

family life, and Chapter 5 (Hamaoka Masayoshi) On changes in

family policies accompanylng the aglng Of society･ This volume

will help one understand how since the second hal一 or the 1970s

attempts have been made to fわrmulate a new economic and social

system followlng the end of high economic growth, in the course

of which a "new Japanese-style family Image" has been sought

after, and how this in turn has formed the basis of proposals for

a "Japanese-style welfare society" premised on the aglng Ofsociety･

Also orinterest is Chapter 2 (Shibuya Atsushi) in which the writer

polntS Out that, with the expansion of the so-called informal sector

in local areas, HreglOnal policies in the fわrm or women's policiesM

seeking to actively promote women's activities have become gen-

eral･ Along with Chapter 7 by End6, who attempts to link family

issues and reglOnal issues through the medium or residents'

movements, this work may be se占n as a connecting link with our

next sectlOn.

ⅠV. REGIONAL SocIETY: THE VILLAGE AND THE CITY

It is open to question whether the Bindestrich-Soziologie of

reglOnal sociology lS a Viable proposition･ Whereas rural sociology

and urban sociology each have their own traditions and ac-

cumulated knowledge, the very concept or the `communlty'or
`reglOnal society'is rather vague, and it is only comparatively

recently that it has become an issue･ A discussion orthis question

in the context of Japanese sociology may be found in a volume

edited by Hasumi Otohiko [ⅠⅤ-01], who de丘nes re芦ional society

as a society ln Which identi丘cation is at issue since lt is born or a

multistratification of various regional societies, and he further

discusses the distinctive features of its historical development in

Japan and the reasons why local government and public policy ln

particular must be studied when considerlng lt in a contemporary

context. In the same volume 6uchi Masatoshi discusses methods
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for. the comprehens.ive understanding of reg10nal life, Nitagal

Kamon deals with the relationship between various reglOnal

groups and public policy ln the present age, and lastly Yazawa

Sumiko describes developments in local politics from the 1970s to

1980S. This work thus merits attention as atn introductory study

which summarizes and reviews research on reglOnal society ln

contemporary Japan･ In this connection mention may also be made

ora study by Miura Noriko orHmobile society,M a fわrm orsociety

marked by greatly increased social mobility [IV-02]･ She discusses

assimilation and movement to provincial reglOnS aS Well as

movement patterns and reg10nal typology, reports on field work in

fishing villages in Okinawa, coal-mining towns in Kyushu,

reglOnal industrial cities, and communities in large cities such as

Osaka, Tokyo and Fukuoka, and lastly touches on the importance

or housing fわr communlty-building ln a mobile society･ This work

is well worth referring to in order to grasp the general state of

reglOnal society ln COntempOrary Japan･

Among the studies or rural villages published durlng the period

under review, the most useful work for familiarizlng Oneself with

the general conditions oHapanese rural villages was a work by

Hasumi Otohiko lIV-03]. The author, who has for many years

been at the forefront of sociologlCal research on Japanese rural

villages, emphasizes as a perspective fわr understanding develop一

ments in rural villages the need to grasp them within the context or

changes in total society and at the same time to conversely consider

total society from the vantage polnt Of the rural village･ On the

basis orsuch a perspective, Hasumi surveys rural society ln prewar

Japan and describes the HmodernizationM or rural villages that

occurred in the wake or the postwar refわrms as well as the course

taken by agrlCultural policies based on the Basic AgrlCulture Law

that were implemented on the premise or economic growth･ He

concludes that the confusion in agrlCultural policy since the intro-

duction or production arrangement policy has caused the decline

of rural villages, has debilitated farming households by both

paupel･lZlng them insofar as they cannot survive on farming alone

and enriching them through the spread or urban-style livlng aS a

result or increased income, and has generally weakened social

■-
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solidarlty ln rural villages･ On the basis or this analysis he argues

that the theory or agrlCultural modernization that evolved durlng

the postwar refわrms and economic growth was a mistaken theory

that lgnOred the position or agrlCulture and rural villages in the

highly developed capltalism orthe present age, and on the assump-

tion that in present-day rural villages incorporated into contempo-

rary capltalism the premodern structure has been reorganized but

traditional characteristics, although partially dismantled, still

survive, he reviews the possibilities fわr new agrlCultural policies

founded on these realities and for a rural sociology geared to this

end. The author's appeal fわr "a rural sociology or contemporary

capltalismM should be interpreted as the expression or a determina-

tion to revive Japanese rural sociology･

Matsumoto Michiharu has produced a more specialized tome on

essentially the same issues lIV-04], and he n.Ot only surveys

changes in the village, d0-20ku unlty and the ie ln postwar rural

villages, but also summarizes the results or many years or丘eld-

work on the structure or and changes in villages organized on the

prlnCiple or household status in the Kinki reglOn and on the

transformation of villages in the Setouchi district and the forma-

tion or reglOnal society there as a result or industrialization･ This

work should be read as a substantiation orthe author's perceptlOn

that seasonal migrant labor and the transformation offarming Into

a side business as a result or the destruction or agrlCulture are

causlng not Only depopulation and the aglng Or rural society but

also an environmental crisis. As a study of the transformation of

Japanese rural villages and the accompanylng Changes in the lives

of farmers, mention should also be made of the work by Yanai

Satoshi [ⅠⅤ-05], which is divided into two parts, entitled …The

Distinctive Features or Japanese SocietyM and HA Study or Rural

Villages in T6hokuM respectively･ In Part l the author examines

the daily life offarmers in respect to the order and customs of daily

life, rites of passage and the socialization of children, home

discipline, the process or growlng up and reglOnal society, and

behavior criteria and reference groups, while in ParrJ2 he describes

the realities of the life of a farmer's wife, the growing-up process in

the case of the family heir, and contract associations as a type of
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life group, and this book is helpful for familiarizlng Oneself with

actual livlng COnditions in Japanese rural villages.

In the previous section I touched on rural studies linked to

research on the family and ie, and here I wish to consider some

㌣ore such works･ Firstly, the book by Kawa.moto Akira [IV106]
lS a general work on regional society, the family, the village,

agrlCulture, and rural problems, and it includes an overview orthe

Japanese village based on the author's longtlme experience and a

rural-SociologlCal discussion or the Japanese people that ranges

from Ninomlya Sontoku to ie-type groupISm･ Next, Kinoshita

Kenji's work lIV-07] deals with family theory, rural society

theory and communlty theory, and it includes the results or a

survey of parent-child relationships and the life objectives of the

elderly livlng at home in contemporary Japan, a statistical review

of the realities of farmlng lifも, the results offieldwork on the

disintegration of villages and changes in images of the farmer, and

even a report on case studies orcommunlty identlty･ The study by

Sugioka Naoto lIV-08], although based primarily on fieldwork in

Hokkaido, represents the results or research on changes in rural

reg10nal society as seen through the family, and it contains case

studies dealing with innovative behavior on the part of farming

households, the responses of farmlng households to the trend

towards farming COOPeratives, and rural welfare plans for coplng

with the aging or society. The work by Aikawa Yoshihiko [ⅠⅤ-

09] is an attempt to gras.p the basi.c structure of rural groups

through the ie, social relat10nS Centerlng On land, the village, and

production organizations, and it covers rural villages throughout

Japan as well as describing the results or historical research and

fieldwork ranging from the prewar period down to the present day･

Lastly, Matsuoka Masanori's work [ⅠⅤ-10] is a.study or rural

villages in contemporary Japan from the viewpolnt Of "mutual

livelihood assistance,M and claimlng that with the disintegration or

villages the complementation of family functions has been imposed

on the neighborhood, the author examines attempts to restore and

revive reglOnal social relations in contemporary rural villages on

the basis of examples taken from rural villages in Miyagi, Fukui

and Akita prefectures･ The above are all outstanding works which
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demonstrate that rural problems are also family problems･

ln addition tol the above, there was also published a report

compiled by Matsumura Kazunori and Aoki TatsuJI On the
● ●

organic farming movement in Takahata in Yamagata prefecture

[IV-11]･ Since it describes not only the history of the mov.ement

but also the personal backgrounds orthe main particlpantS, lt also

has bearing on the question orthose who uphold rural society and

culture remarked on by Matsumoto, and it is a research report that

deserves to be noted.

on the subject or鮎hing villages, the voluminous work edited by

Masuda Sh6Z6 [IVl 12] also deserves mention･ This represents the

results or a JOint study by a total or twenty一ave Japanese and

Korean researchers who focus prlmarily on fishing villages in

three reglOnS in their respective countries, and in addition ･to an

ethnographical overview or the reglOnS covered, it contains seven

papers on society'ten papers on the economy and seven papers on

culture in the fishing villages of both countries･ One learns, for

example, that there are marked di鮎rences in group cumulation

and group functions in the fishing villages of both countries, that

the Korean groups for mutual assistance and friendship (called

kye) are more varied and diverse than the Japanese ko-, and that

it is possible to understand differences in, for example, the culture

surrounding raw fish or sashimi (called hoe in Korean) through

differences ln the nature of their respective fishing communities,

and researchers with an interest in this丘eld will be able to galn

much valuable information from this volume.

Turnlng now tO the cities, our attention is drawn丘rstly to two

books by Fujita Hiroo. The first lIV-13], subtitled "Beyond

Urban Sociology,M deals with cities and the state, while the second

[ⅠⅤ-14], subtitled …The Historical Sociology or Famine.and

Gluttony,M deals with cities and power, and both have been wrltten

.n the basis of the author's extensive knowledge galnedfrom a

wide range orbooks･ For this reason they do, however, lack in the

sense or reality and gravlty that is to a certain extent inevitably

produced by fact-finding surveys of contemporary cities, but the

comment in Chapter 4 0r the fわrmer work that the analysts Or

neighborhood associations (cholnaikai) is dfspecial importance in
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the study orJapanese cities and the view underlying the latter work

that cities are characterized through and through by a duality or

power consistlng Of securlty and control are helpful for apprlSlng

oneself or the perspectives or Japanese urban sociology･ By way or

contrast, the work edited by Takahashi YQets.u [IV- 15], focussing

on the social structure or Japanese cities, Covers trends in changes

since the Meiji era, the relationship between the overconcentration

on the Tokyo area and the Fourth Comprehensive National

Development Plan, the classification of the urbanization process of

reglOnal cities, towns and villages, and the systematization

public facilities and the state of residents'particIPation, and

Ee　川川1
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provides concrete leads fわr research･ Even more instructive is the

book by lnoue Jun'ichi et all [IV- 16] on the rapid transfor誓ation

orTokyo into a world city, which develops in-depth discusslOnS Or

structural changes in the economy, political antagonism, changes

in the lives or residents, changes in local residents'organizations,

the development or and prospects fわr clty plannlng, the crisis

faclng urban culture and its revival, and the genealogy of urban

thought･ The authors, each specialists in their own鮎lds, describe

how the transfわrmation or Tokyo into an international丘nancial

center as a result or the fわrmation or a worldwide network or

Japanese corporations has led to a restructuring symbolized by the

transfer of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government to new towering

o侃ces in Shinjuku and how the accompanylng Steep rises in the

prlCe Or land and the collusion between business and politics have

had serious consequences fわr the lives or residents, residents'

organizations, clty planning and urban culture in Tokyo･

Movlng On tO more thorough urban surveys, we should mention
●

first of all the volume edited by Hasumi Otohiko, Nitagai Kamon

and Yazawa Sumiko [ⅠⅤ-17]. This constitutes the results or a

JOint study conducted over several years on Robe, a major Clty ln

the Kansai reglOn Which has frequently been referred to as "Kobe

City, Inc.M on account or the distinctive Hurban management

theory" or Miyazaki Tatsuo who served as mayor fわr twenty years

from 1969 to 1989, and the study in question presents a comprehen-

sive analysts Or Kobe's urban fわrmation, local structure, industrial

structure, employment structure, social strati丘cation, local groups,
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activities of major bodies, local politics, administrative organiza-

tion, public functions, urban administration, urban policies, hous-

lng POlicies, neighborhood associations and self-governing associa-

tions, urban social plans, livelihood welfare problems, reallocation

or housework labor, and problems or development･ In this study,

which develops the methods of structural analysis formulated by

postwar rural sociology ln a manner applicable to urban studies,

especially the study or a major Clty like Robe, and seeks to discern

the dynamics or the interaction between Hurban managementM and

civic life in the multistratified activities of the various groups that

exercise influence over budget allocations and executive functions

in local government, one may see an exemplar orthe levels attained

by sociologlCal research or cities in contemporary Japan･ Espe-

cially worthy or attention are Chapter 3 (Machimura Takashi),

which maintains that Kobe's Hurban managementM was an antici-

patory model fわr the Hreorganization or urban structureM that has

occurred sinFe the 1980S, Chapter 6 (Nitagai), which lists and

classi丘es varlOuS local groups in connection with public policies,

chapter 9 (Nitagai), which analyzes the decision一making process

in the administrative organization with a fわcus on the dra托ing or

the budget, and Chapter 10 (Hasumi), which analyzes the public

functions of local government on the basis of the丘nal returns of

local丘nances.

In addition, the volume edited by Hotai Susumu and 6hashi

Kaoru lIV-18] is a follow-up study undertaken ten years after

their study meTtioned in Vol･ 4 0f the present series ([VIII-02])･

After a reexamlnation of the urban structure of Kita Kyushu, the

contributors discuss fl･Om the perspective of urban pathology

behavioral problems such as crime, delinquency, prostitution, drug

dependency and suicide, home and welfare problems such as the

elderly, fatherless and motherless homes, public assistance, the

mentally and physICally disabled, mental health, child protection

and divorce, school problems such as school violence, bullying,

absenteeism and high school dropouts, and local environmental

problems such as pollution and tra恥and they also put fわrward

suggestions regarding a plan fわr local society called HThe Renais-

sance concept･M They conclude that Hgenerally speaking, with the
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increaslng deterioration or the economic base, about the only

improvements were in the problem or pollution, and almost all

other problems have remained at the same level or are worsening,M

and a future task for this kind of research will be to determine to
ヽ

what degree this conclusion applies to other major Cities too. In the

volume edited by Hayashi Masataka, Yagi Saichi and 6hashi

Kaoru lIV- 19], not only the editor 6hashi but also several of the

contributors overlap with the above work, and although dealing

with Hiroshima, it is basically an investlgative study or the same

approach. After havlng described the basic structure or Hiroshima,

famous as the site of the dropplng Ofthe world'Sfirst atomic bomb,

in terms or social structure, industrial and economic structure,

ecologlCal structure and the state or population, the writers deal

with local problems such as housing, tra侃C, pollution, disasters,

and the ghettos (do-wa chiku), family problems such as households

or atomic bomb victims, low-income households, households or

the elderly, solo-parent families, children under protective care,

divorce and running away from home, education problems such as

absenteeism, dropouts, prlVate tutOrlng SChools and the compre-

hensive selective examination system, and behavioral problems

such as crime, Juvenile delinquency, gambling, drug dependency,

alchoholism and suicide. Perhaps the reader will feel some relief to

find that for almost all of these headings Hthe state of the problems

is average or below average when compared with other government

designated special-status cities (seirei-shitei toshi)," "the incidence

or suicide, the index or human breakdown, and or divorce, the

culmination or home breakdown, is extremely low," and "there is

comparative stability ln terms Or both the individual and the

home.M

Another example or a study dealing with a slngle clty is

Ninomlya Tetsuo's book on Kanazawa, a clty Steeped in tradition

in the Hokuriku region [IV-20日t covers the historical environ-

ment, ecologlCal problems, local economlC history, the industrial

structure and social strati丘cation, past relief activities fわr the

needy, administration relatlng tO the development or scenic views,

amenities, the life of the residents, families and local and social

support systems,鮎e一色ghting activities, the structure or the citizens'
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consciousness, annual events and the dialect, Kaga H6sh6 (a local

school of no-), traditional handicrafts, the citizens'spiritual life,

relig10uS Culture, and folk culture･ The efforts being made by this

reg10nal cultural city deserve high appraisal･ Reference should also

be made to the volumes edited by Kawamura Nozomh and

Takahashi Kazuhiro [ⅠⅤ-21] and by Nakada Minoru and Tanigu-

chi Shigeru [ⅠⅤ-22].

In addition to the above, there also appeared a collection or

papers on neighborhood associations and local groups compiled

by Kurasawa Susヮmu.and Akimoto Ritsuo [IV-23] and a volume

on communal livlng ln large cities edited by Kurasawa Susumu

[IV124]･ The latter, focussing on the occup竺ts of higher-status

condominiums and apartment complexes, merltS attention as a new

attempt to probe the substance of life in large cities･ There also

appeared a book by Hoshi Nagatoshi [ⅠⅤ-25] and a volume

edited by Nakajima Akinori.and Watanabe Yasuo lIV-26], both

area studies relating to questlOnS Or education･ A unlque Study or

urban festivals by Matsudaira Makoto lIV-27] was also pub-

lished.

V. INDUSTRY, LABOR, CLASS AND SocIAL STRATIFICATION

The丘rst polnt tO be mentioned in regard to this鮎ld is the

publication or the posthumous writings orOkamoto Hideaki, who

died suddenly in 1989- lV-Ol]. This volume is divided into seven

sections, dealing with industrialization and vocational training,

technologlCal innovations and workers, white-Collar workers and

the bureaucracy, the image or workers and worker consciousness,

labor一management relations, the sociology or labor unions, and a

historical review or employment and occupations, and it contains

various papers touching on key polntS relating to industry and

labor in Japan by an author who fわr thirty years led research in

thisfield. Of equal impoftance was the commencement of the

publication or the annual report or the Japanese Association or
Labor Sociololgy, which was fわrmed in 1988 [Ⅴ-02]. The inaugu-

ral issue contains prefatory pieces by doyens of this field such as

Odaka Kunio, Matsushima Shizuo, Mannari Hiroshi and Hazama
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Hiroshi fわllowed by papers devoted to the special toplC Or HIssues

in the Sociology or LaborM by Kawanishi Hirosuke, MotoJlma

Kunio, Kamata Toshiko, Yagl Tadashi and other leading

researchers. The second issue of the same journal contains feature
I

articles on …The Image or the Worker in JapanM by MotoJlma,

Yagl and also younger researchers such as Uchida Tsukasa and

Asakawa Kazuyuki･ These are indispensable publications fわr

acquaintlng Oneself with the state or research on the sociology or

labor in contemporary Japan. On the subject or organizations and

corporations there appeared a book on Japanese organizations by

watase Hiroshi [Ⅴ-03] and a study or corporate culture by

Umezawa Tadashi [V-04]. The former is an enlarged edition of a

work noted in the previous volume or this series ([Ⅴ一03]), to

which has been added a discussion or the works or the novelist

lshikawa Tatsuz6 who, according to Watase, proved unable to

totally accept the naturalism or Emile Zola on whom he modelled

himself, and Watasefinds in fact confirmation of the specific

character oHapanese organizations in lshikawa's anti-organiza-

tional thought･ The book by Umezawa is an introductory work fわr

the general reader in which the author expounds his long-held

view that corporations should not be shackled by popular views or

Japanese business but should instead set about to actively create

their own distinctive cultures. In these works the reader will丘nd

hints fわr studying Japanese industry, labor, organizations and

corporations.

On reglOnal industry there appeared a substantial study based

on surveys and compiled by Murayama Ken'ichi and Kawakita

Takashi lV-05]･ In this work five established researchers pr.esent

the results or investlgations into the actual conditions or reglOnal

industry ln the Ina district in Nagano prefecture, Yonezawa clty ln

Yamagatq prefecture, Tsubame clty in Niigata prefecture and

Makabe town in lbaraki prefecture, With reference to which they

then discuss newly emerglng trends and Future issues, and it may be

profitably referred to for information on regional developments in

Japanese industry･ On the basis or concrete examples one learns,

for example, that in the development of regional industry (defined

as the combination or industries centered on locally-based indus-
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tries [jibasaniyol that ec.onoTically support regional society)

there is appearlng ln COnJunCtlOn With the computerized infbr一

nationalization or the economy and society a trend towards

reglOnal specialization in large clty Centers, the periphery or large

cities, reglOnal nuclear cities, reglOnal industrial cities, and rural

and mountain village areqs (Murayama): that in re.Sponse to an

age or greater product varlety and smalHot productlOn there has

emerged in reglOnal industry a unlque movement that promotes

simultaneously the development or networks based on horizontal

relationships and teams based on vertical relationships (Kunisaki

Keiichi); that there has been a grewing interest in personnel

trainlng for the revitalization of reg10nal industry and that new

experiments leading to improvements in the quality or personnel

management are being made in connection with changes in busi-

ness operations and research and development (Kawakita) ; that

there has occurred a movement to reconsider agrlCulture as one

facet of regional industry (6uchi Masatoshi); and that the use of

local resources and the processlng Of agrlCultural, forest and

aquatic products are being actively lnVeStlgated fわr the purpose or

vitalizing regional industry (Takada Shigeru).

In regard to employment, the work brought out under the

superyision of And6 Kikuo [Ⅴ-06] is a white paper on job

changlng, Which has been on the rise recently even in Japan's labor

market, traditionally static and closed, especially ln the case or

white-collar workers･ According to this report, with the restructur-

lng Or business, labor mobility has been increaslng, aS has natu-

rally also the engagemPnt Of employees with previous job experi-

ence, but there is still a strong demand fわr young people in their

twenties･ In certain occupations, however, there is also a strong

demand fわr people in their thirties or even older, and not only ln

blue-collar positions but also in white-collar positions･ This state

of affairs is clarified on the basis of various types of statistical

material and orlglnal survey results, and it is a useful work with a

wealth of data. The book by Mute Yasuaki [V-07] is a readable

work written with an educative intent･ According to the a山hor,

a鮎r havlng come through the丘rst crisis or an oil shortage and the

second crisis of external pressure, Japanese industry will be faced
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with a third crisis or labor shortage, and claimlng that in the

medium and long term this shortage cannot be adequately

remedied by employlng WOmen and fbrelgnerS, he puts a case fわr

the mass hiring or the middle-aged･ Then, a鮎r various concrete

proposals concernlng conditions, reeducation and the improve-

ment or health fわr this end, he advocates the need fわr a change in

thinking from "career development planning" (CDP) to a "life

designing plan" (LDP). This work may thus be usefully referred to

for information on employment conditions in contemporary

Japan･ On vocational guidance there appeared a book edited by

Arimoto Akira and Kond6 Motoo [V-08],モanging in content

from vocational guidance within school educat10n tO the relation-

ship between lifelong education and occupations, and along with

general theory and overseas examples it also describes the history

or this issue in Japan and the present situation･

Turning now to labor, we丘nd a book by Yamashita Yukio [Ⅴ-

09] which discusses the transfわrmation or labor in so-called

"mechatronicsM industries, centered on the computerized control or

machine systems, and its historical and social signi丘cance･ It is a

study devoted prlmarily to theoretical considerations based on the

technology theory and labor process theory or Japanese Marxism,

the glSt Or the author's arguments being that Htoo1-0peratlng

labor,M initially negated by machines, has been revived by me-

chatronics, which also implies a lingulStic labor process, and has

restored human beings to a position ･or operating lnStrumentS Or

labor, and inasmuch as the term `mechatronics'is itself a Japanese

coinage, this book will assist one's understanding or the state● or

labor in the frontier industries of contemporary Japan･ In addition,

a book by Mine Manabu [Ⅴ- 10] discusses Japanese conditions in

recent years regarding the humanization of labor and the qpality of

working life, and followlng a general overview of responses to

these issues shown by corporations, labor unions, the Japan

productivity Center (present Japan Productivity Center fわr Socio-

Economic Development) and public policies, the author takes up

For consideration chemical works, cement works, paper一

manufacturing companies, electric power companies, iron一

manufacturing companies and machinery works as examples of
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business corporations and the All-Japan Federation or Electrical

Machine Workers'Unions (Denki R6ren) and the Japan Postal

workers'Union (Zentei) as examples or labor unions.and exam-

ines the actual content and effects of policies relatlng tO the

self-realization management of corporations, the humanization

policies or unions, and personnel placlng and work allotment in

large companies. The author concludes that in order to humanize

labor and improve the quality of working life a nexible job

structure and an active role by work-site groups are necessary, to

which must be added corporate measures for self-realization and

union efforts to surmount the bureaucratization of unions, and he

also touches on the issue or labor一management relations fわr creat-

ing the necessary conditions fわr this. It is a most instructive book

on the current state or labor in Japan･

On the subject of labor unions there appeared a study full of

proposals about union identlty by Kawakita Takashi and Sate
Hiroki [Ⅴ-1廿As a preamble to their appeal fわr.a "union

identlty movement fわr the regeneration oHabor unlOnS,M the

authors present examples from nine unions that have been im-

plementlng Various orlglnal schemes aimed at union revitalization,

and advocatlng Ha new age through union renewal,M they argue

that in order to survive in a harsh environment labor unions must

shift their base from umechanical solidarlty" to "organic solidar-

lty," that in order to cope with the diversi丘cation or workers and

the diffusion of the basic worker stratum they must extend union

identlty Without being attached to丘xed ideas and questions or

a侃liation, and that in order to withstand the current situation in

which the estrangement of union members from unions has

advanced to the estrangement of workers from union members they

must anticlpate Changes in industrial society and sometimes adopt

a stance or labor一management cooperation in regard to questions

or employment･ The authors conclude by stating that in order to

tackle undauntedly a variety or issues Hit is labor unions that

should learn from the true entrepreneurial spirit･M The work by

Kawanishi Hirosuke on minority labor union movements lV- 12]

is a new edition of a study first published in 1977 in which the

author examined the realities and slgnificance of the continued
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activities of minorlty unions afBliated to the General Council of

Trade Unions of Japan (S6hy6) and to the …New Left" within the

context or the labor movement in Japan, where the overwhelming

maj9rity of unions are enterprise unions (unions organized on an

enterprise, rather than an industrywide, basis)･ The new edition

has been enhanced by a supplementary chapter in which Kawani-

shi undertakes to carefully respond to the various criticisms that

were made or the earlier edition, and it is an indispensable work

for comprehending the labor union debate'in Japan･

Turning our attention now to class and social stratification, we

may note first that a full-nedged study of class in contemporary

so?iety was brought out by Hamashima Akira lV-13]･ It is

prlmaril.y a theoretical work, dealing with industrialization and

questions of class and social stratification, class analysis Ofcontem-

Porary society focussing on the middle and poor classes, and

present-day trends in class consciousness, but the latter half also

contains an emplrlCal examination, based on data from the

author's own surveys, Or the structure and dynamics or workers'

Consciousness under the corporate system or present-day Japan and

or middle-class consciousness in Japan･ It is essential reading as a

critical analysis Of the family-minded thinking of contemporary

Japanese workers and of the middle-class consciousnePs said to be

spreading among Japanese at large･ Next, the volume compiled by

lshikawa Akihiro and Kawasaki Yoshimoto [V- 14] provides an

excellent analysts Or equality and inequality ln Japanese society

based mainly on a written questionnaire conducted through two

unions on salaried workers or middle standing. The authors

consider questions such as when workers sense inequality, ･where

thel･e is inequality ln their life opportunities, whether Japan is a

society ln Which undue emphasis is placed on academic back-

ground, in what respects women experience inequality, and what

sense or inequality workers have in regard to political particlpa-

tion, and a鮎r havlng demonstrated that Japan is a鮎r all a society

characterized by credentialism and that the disparlty ln the rep-

resentational potential per vote is felt to be too large, the authors

conclude by saylng that many people believe that Japanese society

should be made a more equal society･ In addition, the work edited
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by Miyajima Takashi and Fujita Hidenori lv- 15] is a collection

or papers which apply P. Bourdieu's theory or cultural reproduc-

tion to questions of differentiation, structuralization and reproduc-

tion, and the final chapter contains an interesting report and

analysis Of a survey on cultural stratification.conducted on stu-

dents from seventeen universities in the Metropolitan area. This

work merits attention as a new undertaking ln Japanese sociology.

Finally, the four volumes edited by Naoi Atsushi and Seiyama

Kazuo, Hara Junsuke, Kikuchi J6ji, and Okamoto Hideo and

Naoi Michiko lV- 16-19],'ofwhich advance notice was given in

our previous review, are reports or the results or comprehensive

analyses or the structure or social strati丘cation in contemporary

Japanese society based on the 1985 Social Strati丘cation and Social

Mobility Survey. This survey, which has been conducted every ten

years since 1955, has on each occasion galned the partlClpation or

a new generation or sociologlStS, Whereby new elements in the

realms or theory, methodology and technique have been incorpo-

rated, and not only have self-percept10nS Of the research itself been

clearly defined, but the accuracy of the various analyses has also

been improved. In the present instance in particular a head-on

clash between class research and discrimination research was on

the one hand avoided by specifying the subjects and methods of the

study, while on the other hand many sound results were achieved

by lnCOrpOratlng Class analyses underplnned by operationalism

and quantification, undertaking multifaceted analyses of stratum

consciousness in addition to analyses or the structure and process

or social strati丘cation, Conductlng penetrating studies or the con-

nections between education and social mobility (considered to

hold special importance in Japanes.e society), and also,▲in an even

more epoch-making move, developlng an absorbing analysis from

various angles or the relationship between women and social

strata･ In content these volumes contain many lmpOrtant Observa-

tions: in regard to the hypothesis that following the end ofJapan's

high economic growth the mobility or stratum structure has

weakened and a new differentiation and fixation of social strata,

defined by styles of consumption and differences in wealth, have

occurred, it has been fわund that although there is indeed a possibiト
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lty Of movements in this direction, as far as the survey results up

until 1985　are concerned, Japanese society's trends towards

afnuence and equality are basically unchanged; now that the

debate over "middle" consciousness has blown over, there has

arisen the question or "stratum imagesH (e.g., middle bulging

model, pyramid model, equal distribution model, bipolar

differentiation model, and inverted pyramid model) thought to

underlie people's awareness of social stratification and their sense

or belonglng tO particular strata; within the overall increase in

educational opportunities and the trend towards higher academic

credentials, it was only ln regard to secondary education that any

reduction in interstratal differences was to be observed, and espe-

cially ln the case or higher education it cannot necessarily be said

that there has been any lnCreaSlng equality ln educational opportu-

nities; and whereas women have hitherto been able to achieve

social status in a relatively open manner within a con丘ned stratal

space, With their advances into various spheres or society there is

a possibility that there will emerge a system or strati丘cation

reproduction such as may be seen in the case or men. These

compilations are therefore indispensable works of reference not

only for those studying the structure of social stratification in

Japanese society but also fわr those studying various related sub-

jects.

VI. MASS CoMMUNICAT10NS AND SocIAL CoNSC10USNESS

On mass communications there appeared丘rst or all durlng this

period a work by Takeuchi lkuo [Vト01]. It presents a synopsis or

the author's many years or research and is divided into fわur parts

dealing with the structure and Functions or social communication,

the receptlOn Or mass communications, broadcastlng and politics,

and public oplnion; although it beglnS With general considerations

or the subject, the second half contains studies touching on the

actual state or mass communications in contemporary Japan. The

author pays special attention to the Functions or mass communica-

tions that relate to its receptlOn, and these concerns lead him to an

examination or models and hypotheses or the receptlOn process
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and to the study, from the vantage polnt Ofgroup behavior theory,

Or the relationship between broadcastlng and politics and or the

manlPulation of public oplnion through broadcasts and its effects

on public oplnion･ It is in such a context that he analyzes the

problematical natur9 0f election coverage in ･Japan as well as the

manlpulation or public oplnion by the mass media and the

manlpulation or infわrmation by the police that occurred at the

time of the so-called HMitchi (Princess Michiko) boomM prompted
by Crown Prince Akihito's marrlage in 1959, the 1964 Tokyo

olymplCS, and the Asama Lodge ∫ncident caused by the extremist

United Red Army (Reng6 Sekigun) in 1972･ Takeuchi's perspec-

tives and research results will serve as an important legacy for

Japanese mass communications research in the ruture･

Another important study by a veteran researcher during this

period was a book by Sate Takeshi [VI-02] dealing誓Ore directly

with the process or the reception Or mass COmmunicatlOnS･ In this

work Sat6 proposes the concept of Hcommunication mediated by

alienationM in an attempt to transfわrm earlier theories ■about the

communicatee into a theory that focusses on the "reader･n This

concept, which draws its insplration from the dramaturgy of

Brecht, refers to a form of communication in which not only the

actors but also the audience actively shatter the Hassimilative

illusionsM such as are created by personality shows on television

and attain a vivid grasp or reality by reading the unknown in the

known and the known in the unknown, and according to the

author it is symbolized by the fわllowing words or Zeami: HWhat

an actor sees with his own eyes is his own image; what he sees

when looking from a point removed from himself is at one with the

spectator,s image･M On the basis or these ideas the author deals in

part 1 (HThe Development of and Issues in Mass CommunicatioTs

TheoryM) With the development of mass communications theory ln

postwar Japan in comparlSOn With its developments in the West,
and then after having analyzed in Part 2 ("The World of the

MediaM) the media as anチpParatuS Of mass culture in contempo~

rary Japan, he attempts ln Part 3 ("The Media ReaderM) to

decipher the phenomenon or advertizlng ln Japan today･ This

book is requlSlte reading as an indication or the level attained by
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mass communications research in present-day Japan.

As an example or an approach to mass communications research

from the standpolnt Of social psychology, there appeared a book

by Takizawa Masaki [Ⅴト03], in the鮎st halrorwhich he analyzes

changes in people's livlng ln postwar Japan oh the basis ordata on

the "three great revolutions," namely, the family revolution,

changes in sexual awareness and the advent or an aglng SOCiety,

and in changes in stratum consumptlOn and the mass media he

discerns Hpoverty within afnuence･叩In addition, the compilation

by Haraoka Kazuma lVI-04] begins, as befits a group of social

psychologlStS, With an analysュs Or interpersonal communication,

and after having gradually extended their discussion of communi-

cation in actual society to include communication within the

family, at school, in corporate organizations and in local society,

they also take up fわr consideration intercultural communication

and the mass media. The volume edited by Ariyoshi Hiroyuki

[ⅤⅠ-05] includes丘Ve chapters by fわur contributors other than the

editor, and in addition to infわrmation society theory and mass

communications theory there are discussions of the family and

relatives as a fわrm or social network, the relationship between the

sociology or science and communication theory, and the applica-

tion or mass media theory to the sociology or disasters･ It should

serve to familiarize the reader with the current state of mass

communications research in contemporary Japan.

A more comprehensive joint study dealing with mass communi-

cations in an advanced infわrmation society was brought out by the

Universlty Or Tokyo lnstitute or Journalism and Communication

Studies [Vト06]･ This prFsents the results produced in the process

or attemptlng tO reOrganlZe Various丘elds or research within the

new framework of usocial information studies" and to restructure

the Institute itself in order to cope with the advanced infわrmation

society or the present day, and it contains outstanding studies by

eighteen staff members and associated researchers･ It is divided into

丘ve parts, dealing with the theory and methods or social infわrma-

tion research, the meanlng and development or infbrmationaliza-

tion, informationalization and social and economic systems,

advanced informationalization and the media, and the infor-
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nationalization and internationalization or Japan, and the fbllow-

lng Papers are especially useful for acquainting Oneself with the

actual state or the infbrmationalization or Japanese society: Tazaki

Tokur6's examination of surveys relatlng tO new media; Funatsu

Mamoru,s analysis Of the realities of regional informationalization

based partly on a questionnaire conducted by the Institute; Sud6

osamu,s discussion or the relationship between advanced infbr一

mationalization and economic development to be seen in, for

example, diversi丘cation and the fわrmation or networks; Yoshimi

shun,ya,s inqulry Into Changes in the environment orlarge cities as

a result or advanced infbrmationalization, exempli丘ed by the

overconcentration on the Tokyo area; Hiroi Osamu's considera-

tion or the infわrmation behavior or the Japanese based on fbr-

elgnerS, accounts or their sojourns in Japan; and Toh Lam Seng's

crltlque Of Japan,S "domestic internationalization" from an Asian

perspective close to Japan and fbcusslng On COVerage Or fbrelgn

students･ The papers by Hiroi and Toh in particular leave a strong

impression: according to Hiroi, in the eyes or fbrelgnerS the infbr一

nation behavior or the Japanese shows a keen intake or infわrma-

tion marked by both an enterprlSlng Splrlt and emulation, a strong
●    ●

curioslty sometimes accompanied by an absence or prlVaCy, and the

coexistence, based on the distinction between in-groups and out-

groups, Or qulte unreserved expressions and the moderate language

used in the communication or will and emotions, while Toh polntS

out that the coverage or fbrelgn Students by the Japanese mass

media is disconnected and sensational, and in regard to domestic

internationalization too he is critical of the fact that the Japanese
-are still not free of the attitude that assumes a 'relationship of

superiorlty'towards Asians･P

on the subject or the in触ence exerted on people's lives 'by the

spread or new media there also appeared a collection or papers

edited by Takeuchi lkuo, Kojima Kazuto and Kawamoto Masaru

lvI107]･ Divided into two.parts ("Changes in the Media and Life
in SocietyM and "InfbrmatlOn Behavior and the New MediaM), it

contains papers by nine contributors, among which the more

slgni丘cant are: Takeshita Toshio's study or the new media and

regional life in which he points Out "the influence of independent
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CATV broadcastlng On the fbsterlng Or reglOnal consciousnessM;

Mizuno Hirosuke's discussion of the new media and family life in

which he emphasizes the possibility or utilizing new media in

order to maintain family bonds in the face of the functional decline

of the family and proposes afield of study dtaling with Hinforma-

tion life theoryn; and Muramatsu Yasuko's examination of ques-

tions relating to new.media and gender in which she argues that

new media should make positive contributions to the "fluidization

or sex roles.M

An important study devoted to a particular toplC Was the book

by Hiroi Osamu lVI-08], which brings. together the author's many

years of research on disaster informatlOn. It is divided into two

parts, the鮎st dealing with theoretical aspects or disaster infわrma-

tion and the second containlng Case Studies, and in the theoretical

section he treats or Hcommunication systems fわr disaster infbrma-

tionM and Hurban disasters and the infわrmation media･M In regard

to the fわrmer, Hiroi responds to the view that disaster infわrmation

may be a double-edged sword by argulng that measures on the

software front relatlng tO the control and use of disaster informa-

tion still lag considerably behind developments in infわrmation

media hardware, while on the latter subject he writes in regard to

disasters involving Hsystem damageM in large cities that are becom-

lng ever more complex that there is a need to set up a disaster

prevention system based on the maintenance or important commu-

nications, the establishment or an infわrmation system that addres-

ses the different aspects of disasters, and cooperation between

administrative agencies and the news media. In Part 2 the author

analyzes on the basis or these theoretical observations and with

reference to extensive data the transmission and receptlOn Of the

tsunami warnlngS On the occasion or the 1983 earthquake in the

mid-Sea of Japan, the confused information and false rumors that

circulated when the volcano on the island of Izu 6shima erupted

in 1986, the overloading of telephone lines and the usefulness of

the radio on the occasion of the 1987 earthquake off the east coast

of Chiba prefecture, the commotion caused by tsunami informa-

tion after the submarine volcanic eruption Offthe coast of It6 in

1989, the nonoccurrence orany panic at the time orthe 1989 Loma
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prieata earthquake, and the effect of typhoon information on

disaster prevention during typhoon No･ 19 in 1990･ This work

should be read as an indication orthe level orresearch on disaster

infわrmation in disaster-prone Japan･

The book by Shimbo Mitsuru, Tamura No､rio and Shiramizu

shigehiko on Japan.ese-language newspapers. in Canada lVI-09]

examines the relatlOnShip between ethniclty and journalism･

According to the authors, Japanese newspapers began to appear in

canada in the second half or the nineteenth century as Japanese

immigrants arrived and formed their own society, and the news-

papers grew with the development or the labor movement and also

played a role in maintainlng SOlidarlty ln the face of forced

resettlement during World War II, but since then ostracism or the

Japanese has weakened, new immlgrantS have also declined, and

with advances in communications technology there has been less

demand fわr Japanese newspapers･ This is because, unlike people

of, for example, Italian, German or Ukrainian extraction, Japanese

immigrants Were relatively few in number because of their harsh

history and chose the path or active assimilation, and the authors

conclude that "the course taken by Japanese newspapers was a

faithful reflection of the history followed by the Japanese in

canada.M In addition, there appeared a work on advertizing by

Manabe Kazufumi lVI- 10].

On social consciousness there appeared, in addition to the

compilations by lshikawa Akihiro and Kawasaki Yoshimoto [Ⅴ-

14], Hara Junsuke [Ⅴ-17] and Okamoto Hideo and Naoi Michi-

ko [V- 19] described in the previoTs section, a volume compiled

by Furuki Toshiaki lVI-11]･ This IS a Sequel to Sekai shakai no

k0-20- to do-tai compiled by Sh6ji K6kichi and noted in Vol･ 7 0f

this series ([I-11]), and it preseTts an analysis of the results of

surveys on how realistic Japanese lmageS Or world society are･ The

surveys were or two types: the鮎st was conducted on leading

丘gures in various丘elds in Okinawa, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Osaka

and Tokyo in 1985-86 and employed the interview method with

free-answer questions, while the second was a sampling survey

uslng a Written questionnaire that was conducted in 1986 in

Yokohama, the twenty-three wards or Tokyo, and Osaka･ In view
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or the contintllng U.S.-Soviet tension at the time, the respondents

in the fわrmer survey were asked in particular about how to ensure

world peace and Japan's future prospects, and their replies show

that for Japan, with its pacifist constitution, to develop Into a'n
"Open nation" there remain major PrOblerhs to be resolved in

regard to relations with the world economy, the character or the

state bureaucracy, and decentralization･ The results or the second

survey are analyzed from various angles with a focus on "Japanese

perceptlOnS Or `internationalization"'and …possibilities fわr a new

human consciousness," and in regard to the latter polnt especially

it is shown that at this stage nco-nationalistic consciousness,

supported by Japan's economic power, was still strong and people

supportive or a human consciousness compatible with the idea or

world citizenship were still in the minorlty･ When considering how

the social consciousness or the Japanese has changed as a result or

major Changes in the world situation that have been occumng

since the late 1980'S, this volume will be orgreat value as a source

or control data on the fbregolng period.

Lastly, the book by Sigeki Nisihira and Christine Condominas

lvI-12] is an introduction to the social coneciousness of the

Japanese based on Nishihira's Yoron cholsa nl yOru do-J'idaishi

noted in Vol. 7 0r this series ([Ⅴト14]). In addition, mention

should also be made or a comparison or the consciousness or

company employees in Japan and the United States by Kawakubo

Michiko [Vト13] and a depiction or the inner world or child

computer nerds, indicative or one aspect or today's youth, by

Okuno Takuji [Ⅴト14].

ⅤⅠⅠ. SocIAL PROBLEMS AND SocIAL WELFARE

In regard to social problems, there was published first of all a

volume edited by Iwauchi Ry6ichi [VII-Ol]. It is an introductory

work that covers family problems, social problems relating to

women, industrial and labor problems, education problems, urban

problems, problems peculiar to infわrmation society, problems or

internationalization, problems of discrimination agalnSt buraku,

crime problems, and social problems relatlng tO medical care･
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Although the omission or separate sections dealing with environ一

mental problems and problems relatlng tO the elderly lS Cause fわr

some mlSglVlngS, it is a useful work for galnlng a general grasp of

social problems in the Hafnuent society" of Japan･ The book by

Yonekawa Shigenobu lVIト02], on the other hand, takes up

alienation, anomle, SOCial disorganization and deviant behavior as

aspects of social pathology, and in doing so the author is careful

to take into account the Marxist current or research on social

problems, partly because this is almost a sine qua non for any

consideration or social pathology in contemporary Japan･

Although Yonekawa's use of concepts from the social sciences

tends to lack somewhat in precision, he presents a well-balanced

view or social pathology ln COntempOrary Japan in which he

understands alienation in terms or poverty, materialization and

massification, perceives anomic ills in rnammonism, Overemphasis

on educational background, troubles with loans, organized vio-

lence and drug abuse, gives not Only family disintegration but also

reglOnal disintegration, epltOmized by depopulation and overpop-

ulation, as examples or social disorganization, and丘nally exam-

ines crime, delinquency and then suicide as instances or deviant

behavior･ The basic data for demonstratlng the actual state of these

social ills are also presented, and ir one assumes that overwork,

destruction of the environment and undignified forms of dying are

not social i_lls, then this book may be said to offer a reasonable

overview or social pathology ln COntempOrary Japan･

In contrast with the above two works, the study by H6getsu

Makoto [ⅤⅠト03] deals in depth with deviance theory. While

examinlng ln detail labeling theory, made famous through H･ S:

Becker'S Outsiders, H6getsu adds J. Habermas's communicative

interaction to EI Goffman's twin concepts of strateglC interaction

and ritual interaction in order to lend greater sociality to

Habermas's perspective circumscribed by the semantic realm, inter-

action and process, thereby openlng Our horizons to deviance

theory as a theory or social interaction･ Although essentially a

theoretical work, it is helpful for ascertainlng the level of deviance

theory in Japan･ Similarly, Yoshioka Kazuo's work [ⅤⅠト04]

examlneS a broader range or labeling theories both in Japan and
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Overseas and attempts to link them in concrete terms with criminoト

ogy, but this too is basically a theoretical study. A factual treat-

ment of criminal policy durlng the Sh6wa era is found in a volume

edited by Tsuchiya Shin'ichi [ⅤⅠト05].

If we now consider first of all the questiori of discrimination as

a concrete example or a social problem, we may note a work by

Yamada Tomiaki and Yoshii Hiroaki [VIト06] in which, having

emphasized the significance of applying ethnomethodology to the

decipherment or exclusion and discrimination,･the authors attempt

to elucidate the manner in which exclusion and discrimination

actually occur in the cases of children, the disabled, buraku,

mental hospltals and women. They reject the method that would

generalize questions or exclusion and discrimination in terms or

structure and institutions, thereby reduclng them to a "general

theory of power," and in order to intersubjectively clarifyand

overcome the exclusion and discrimination that are actually taking

place …here and nowM they lnStead stress the need to expose not the

naked exercise or power itself but rather the "operations or power"

that work to conceal exclusion and discrimination. And since these
"operations of power" function especially through the use of

language, they are also linked by the authors to labeling theory.

As a more detailed examination orconcrete questions or discrim-

ination, the painstaking study by Kanegae Haruhiko [ⅤⅠト07]

deals with the question of burakufrom the standpolnt Of the

sociology oreducation, that is to say, with the question or"integra-

tionM (.do-wa) education. Taking the view that the goal of integra-

tion education is Hliberative scholastic abilityM capable or bringlng

about both the liberation of buraku and the reform of a discrimi-

native society, the author not only examines discriminative con-

sciousness in reglOnal society and the state or particlpation in

social "integration" education, but also questions the interrelation-

ship between discrimination and education with reference to the

Sayama case, in which the suspect was a person of buraku orlglnS,

and considers the discriminative consciousness towards buraku in

various stages and facets of school education and the nature of

integration education. Next, the two books by Fukuoka Yasunori

and Tsujiyama Yukiko [ⅤⅠト08, 09] are both丘ne studies which
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describe how Korean residents in Japan or especially the younger

generation suffer from identlty Problems as they are confronted

with various fわrms or discrimination and how they live searching

for the ureal men while being torn between the two choices of

assimilation with or alienation from Japanese Society and culture･

Using the life-history method, the authors throw into relief the

lives of people who, although a用･icted by a fear of uslng their

Korean names, the sense or a lack or ethnic substance and the

perceptlOn that second一generation naturalized immlgrantS Or Ko-

rean extraction are still Koreans, have nevertheless chosen to use

their Korean names and are endeavorlng tO bring about Ha society

in which Koreans can live as Koreans.M The work by Asaka Junko

et al. lVII- 10] carefully follows the lives of disabled people who

live aw.ay from home and outside institutions and analyzes modern

society as an ingenious apparatus which in certain respects leaves

these people to their own devices but in other rsspects actively

intervenes in their lives (by means that include labeling)･ One

learns through these studies that the methods fわr studying exclu-

sion and discrimination sociologlCally not only Involve conscious-

ness research and life histories but have also developed to include

what might be termed apparatus analysIS･

Movlng On tO social problems that arise between man and

nature or human nature, there appeared in regard to environmental

problems an enlarged edition or a compilation by TorlgOe Hiroyu-

ki and Kada Yukiko [ⅤⅠト11]. There was also brought out by

Nudeshima Jir6 the first full-fledged study of the social problems

surrounding brain death and organ transplants from the stand-

point of sociology lVII112]･ Starting from the premise that

whereas the debates over brain death in the United States have

revolved around the relationship between the brain and the soul,

in Japan the issue has been complicated by the fact that the

personality tends to be understood in the context or social rela⊥

tions, Nudeshima examines contemporary funeral rites in order to

ascertain traditional views of life and death in Japan, and although

notlng that attachment to the body ln COnneCtion with body

donation and organ transplant has in a certain sense begun to

disappear on a social level, he maintains that there are still many
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institutional problems that must be resolved befわre organ trans-

plants premised on brain death are performed with social consent

in Japan･ This work deserves to be highly appraised as a plOneeト

ing study offering many suggestions for future research･

on the subject orschool absenteeism, which has become a major

social problem in connection with education, there appeared a

book by Morita Y6ji [VII-13]･ Rather than using the term
"refusal to attend school,M which implies will on the part of the

pupil, Morita adopts the term ㍑school absenteeismM as a broader

concept referrlng tO a more general Hinability" to attend school,

and on the basis ora survey orcitizens'Consciousness in Osaka and

a nationwide sampling survey or second-year middle school pupils

and their teachers he discusses the actual circumstances or absentee

pupils and the slgni丘cance that the problem or absenteeism holds

for contemporary society･ Whereas on the one hand school society

has become more visible and is becomlng more like a panoptlCOn,

on the other hand the culmination or the modernlZlng process in

the fわrm or individualism is also penetratlng lntO SChools, and

Morita postulates that in a not inconsiderable number or cases

absenteeism arises from the pupil's loss of social bonds, as de-

scribed in bond theory, and he also recommends a reexamination

orthe structural basis or HprlVaCy" in Japanese society and schools･

This work should be referred to in conjunction with another study

by Morita and Matsuura Yoshimitsu [ⅤⅠト14]･

In regard to questions orhealth and medical care, there appeared

a volume compiled by the Japanese Society or Health and Medical

sociology [ⅤⅠⅠ- 15]. Representing the results or studies by this

society, which was established in 1989, it contains in all twenty-

one papers and essays divided into丘Ve sections and dealing with

the common theme or HUrbanization, Internationalization and

lssues in Health and Medical Care了'Part 1 ("The Internationaliza-

tion or Cities and Health ProblemsM) deals with the health prob-

lems of forelgn workers, prejudices agalnSt AIDS and the quality

of life of AIDS victims; Part 2 (uThe Livi.ng Environment of

Urban Culture and Health Problems") exa竺lneS On the basis of

various data public health policies, the relatlOnShip between clty

life on the one hand and health and average life expectancy on the
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other, and the health problems or clty residents at home and at

work; Part 3 ("Health and Welfare Problems in an Increasingly

Urbanized Society") discusses in concrete terms infect10uS dis-

eases, mental health, childrens'stress and home care; and Part 4

(…Cities as Regional Societies and Health PfoblemsM) deals in

particular with urbanization in Okinawa and concomitant health

problems･ All in all, this volume provides a useful survey of the
state of health and medical problemP in contemporary Japan and

or trends in the sociology or health and medical care grappling

with these issues. The book by Shind6 YQz6 [VII-16] is an

introduction to medical sociology, and on the premise･ that the

sociology or medicine or health and sociology ln medicine or

health are gradually merglng, he traces historical developments up

until the present time and classi鮎s the analytlCal categories or

medical sociology lntO the role or the sick, behavior associated

with illness, doctor-patient relations, the doctor as a medical

specialist, the hospltal as a medical organization, and medicaliza-

tion. Although fbcusslng On the results or research in the United

States, this work also suggests directions for future research in

Japan.

In the field of social welfare, a major yield of this period

concernlng general theory was the collection or papers compiled by

the Japan College or Social Work [ⅤⅠⅠ-17]. This volume was

compiled in commemoration of the move by this school, founded

in 1946 in Sh叫uku, Tokyo, to a new campus in Kiyose, also in

Tokyo, in 1989, and it contains a total orseventeen papers divided

into the fbllowlng three parts: HThe Functional Development or

Social Welfare and the Establishment of Methods," "The Institu-

tional Organization of Social Welfare and an Integrated Environ-

ment" and "The Research Methods of Social Welfare and Educa-

tional Issues･M Although.it contains approaches not only from

sociology but also from psychology, pedagogy and economics,

chapters such as Chapter 7 "Social Welfare 'Reform' and Its

Theoretical BasisM (Miura'Fumio), Chapter 9日Social Welfare

Refわrm and Issues in the Revision or the Social Services LawM

(Abe Minoru) and Chapter 13 "The Possibilities of Welfare
Clinical Studies and Welfare Management StudieiM ( Ky6goku
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Takanobu) are instructive fol･ the information that they provide on

the actual state of social welfare and social welfare research in

contemporary Japan･ As an example ora book by a slngle author,

the study by Mieno Takashi [ⅤⅠ日8] reconsiders the "quality or

lifeM in the context of the reexamination of the meanlng Of culture

that is occurrlng With advanced infbrmationalization, and having

enriched and extended its connotations and denotations so that

they match more closely the realities or contemporary society, he

discusses "Social securlty aS the basis of the quality of life･" In

comments that merit attention, he polntS Out that as expenditure on

social securlty benefits continues to rise in an advanced informa-

tion society, Welfare should be extended in the direction not of
Hexclusion" but or Hnormalization," and that rather than aiming at

a "welfare state" dependent prlmarily upon state finances and

policies, there is a need to provide livelihood securlty directed

towards the creation of a "welfare society" that also utilizes local

government, prlVate-Sector activities and market mechanisms,

thereby lmPrOVlng the quality of life･ In addition, there was also

published a textbook-type work edited by Oyama Hiroshi and

Takegawa Sh6go [VII- 19] in which younger researchers attempt

to develop a new theory of social welfare based on British concep-

tions or social policy and social administration･

Lastly, ln regard to questions concerlng the aged and welfare for

the aged, issues or increaslng Importance in an aglng society, there

appeared a report compiled by the Social Development Research

Institute [VIト20]. This is a report on a follow-up survey (under-

taken in 1984-85) or a survey conducted in 1973 in the city or

Kakegawa in Shizuoka prefecture･ It first describes and analyzes

changes in the life structure of the middle-aged in relation to

changes in family structure (in particular, whether they live

together with or apart from their childl･en), Public pensi.ons, in-

come levels, economic circumstances, employment and retlrement,

aglng and health, nurslng and care, and their degree of satisfaction

with life, and then lt goes On tO describe and analyze changes in the

structure or the household expenses orthe elderly ln the context or

general trends, soul･CeS Of income and consumer behavior, food

expenses, health and medical expenses, and social securlty･ This
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detailed report, which implies that cohabitation orthe elderly with

the family of one of their children, a practice encouraged in

Japanese-style welfare socisty theory'involves many problems,

especially when those concerned have been livlng apart fわr some

time previously, provides valuable material on the actual state or

Japan's aglng SOCiety･ Next, the compilation by Hamaguchi Haru-

hiko and Sagaza Haruo [Ⅴト21] is a collection orpapers which

characterizes the aglng society of the future as an "age of mass

longevltyn and examines the quality of life in such an age with

respect to food, clothing and shelter, time theory'and lifestyle･ It

is polnted out, for example, that sex life holds an importance for

the quality of life of the aged that must be squarely confronted and

that in a time theory fわr an age ormass longevlty there is a need,

based on the concept of ulifelong wages," to pay positive attention

to sport and leisure, and not only does this volume contain various

discussions such as these reflecting distinctive features of Japanese

society, but it also includes a comparison orTokyo and Osaka in

regard to longevity and the quality of life and the results oflifestyle

surveys conducted in the cities or Tokorozawa and Chichibu in

Saitama prefecture, thus providing much information of interest to

those wishing to study Japanese society from this angle･

On welfare for the aged, there appeared a book by Matsumura

Naomichi [vII-22] in which the author first discTsses the position

and implementation of welfare for the aged in reglOnal welfare and

then examines the occupational life and welfare problems of

middle-aged workers in Hitachi in Ibaraki prefecture, the group

structure and organization of welfare volunteers, and the forma-

tion or business groups fわr the employment or the elderly･ In

regard to the patterns or social activlty Or the elderly, it is shown

that there has been a gradual shift in a positive direction from

viewlng the elderly as objects or social exclusion to treatlng them

as reclplentS Or SOCial services, then as subjective agents or social
●     ●

partlCIPation, andfinally as subjective agents of self-realization as

elderly citizens, and thus this work is helpful for acquaintlng

oneself with developments in welfare theory for the aged in Japan･

Fmilly, the volume edited by Naoi Michiko and Hashimoto
Masaaki [vIト23] explains and examines welfare for the aged in
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Japan from theviewpolnt that there is ua need for a new setup ln

a new societyM and in accordance with the two prlnCiples or not

only describing the system but also considerlng Its realities on the

basis of actual cases and of considerlng Welfare for the aged in

relation to other welfare activities and social trends. It should

provide suggestions fわr studying the realities or problems concern-

lng the aged in contemporary Japan, the administrative and

financial structure that supports welfare for the aged, the actual

state of welfare services for the aged, the system of health care for

the aged and its realities, new trends in recent years, and prospects

for an aglng society ln the twenty-first century･

ⅤⅠⅠⅠ. CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION AND SocIAL CHANGE

In this丘nal section l wish to consider slgnS OrSOCial change and

the possibilities fわr social movements by examinlng Changes in

popular culture, religlOuS phenomena, the movements or marglnal

members or society such as women and the young, and sports

culture.

On the subject or popular culture in an earlier period, there was

published a collection or materials on manners, popular vogues,

daily life and sex durlng the Meiji era compiled by Ogi Shinz6,

Kumakura lsao and Ueno Chizuko [ⅤⅠⅠⅠ-0廿It contains?ontem-

porary documents relatlng tO attempts by the state and by lntellec-

tuals to improve manners, anti-enlightenment and anti-manners

thought, the study or manners, popular vogues, accounts or pros-

perous business, daily life, students, married couples and the home,

women's occupations, gender, and the framework of sex, all of

absorbing lntereSt･ The expository conlmentS On each topic are also

instructive, and in particular the commentary on sex by Ueno,

divided into three sections on the birth or the Japanese-style

modern family, Enlightenment sexology and gender theory durlng

the Enlightenment period, is an outstanding exposition in which

she clari丘es on the basis ormuch documentary evidence the process

whereby the idea orequal rights fわr both sexes put fわrward durlng

the Enlightenment period gradually disappeared durlng the Meiji

era while nationalistic ideas or womanly virtues were used to
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JuStifythe sexual division of labor within the modern family,
resulting ln gender theories that advocated different rights, or at

best a "different equality," for both sexes by "justifying under the

gulSe Or SCientism the division or labor between men and women

both within and without the home･M Next, the compilation by

Minami Hiro!hi and the Institute of Social Psychology lVIII-02]

is a sequel to the work noted in Vol. 7 0rthe present series ([ⅤⅠⅠト

05]) and it deals with Sh6wa culture from Japan,s defeat. in 1945

until the change in era name from.Sh6wa to Heisei ln 1989.

Questioning the "postwar responsibility of Sh6wa culture," editor
Minami is unsparlng ln his comments that Hthe 63-Odd years or

Sh6wa culture represent a historical exemplar of the axiom that a

poor beglnnlng makes a poor endingM and that the postwar history

of the Sh6wa era Hdemonstrated that as long as there is an emperor

system in Japan there will be no complete freedom of speech, nor

can there be a democratic culture in any true sense.M But it is

questionable whether in content this work is underplnned through-

out by unrelentlngly critical analysts matching the scathing stance

of the foreWord･ The culture of daily life is discussed with reference

to the establishment of the Japanese modern lifestyle, the establish-

ment or a consumptlVe SOCiety, conditions surrounding sex in

postwar Japan, and the dreams and realities or postwar women,

while infわrmation culture is dealt with in terms or broadcastlng

durlng the Allied Occupation, high economic growth and tele-

vision culture, the manner in which publishers coped with the

postwar era, and the path taken by the modernization or Hadvertiz-

lng transactions,M and mass culture is considered through the

history and psychology or丘lms, the genealogy or postwar popular

songs, pleasure trlPS, and travel. Insofar that this work is devoted

to culture, on feels that the science, art and thought of this period

should also have been dealt with more seriously, but nevertheless

in regard to the above three forms of culture it also contains a

bibliography of important reference works and a chronological

table, and so it will be a must fわr study orculture, especially mass

culture, durlng the Sh6wa era.

On postwar culture there was also published a volume edited by

Yasuda Tsuneo and Amano Masako [ⅤⅠⅠト03]. It records the
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experiences offifteen people representative of various specialties

and backgrounds and ranglng from mathematicians to scholars of

religlOn Whose youth coincided with the Occupation period, and it

is useful fわr acquaintlng Oneself with social and cultural condi-

tions in postwar Japan. In regard to cultural conditions in contem-

porary Japan there appeared a volume edited by Shimada Hiromi

[vIII-04]･ It analyzes the Process fn which intefcultural coPtacts

have become more complex ln a SOClety Or increaslng lnternatlOnaト

ization and infbrmationalization, thus necessitatlng methods or

communication differing from existlng methods, and it defines

Japan, With her tendency to stand isolated in the international

arena, as an "Otaku state," resembling young people who, unable

to adjust to these new circumstances, retire within their own world,

adoptlng a distant attitude towards other people by using the

somewhat aloof second-person pronoun otaku, and avoid relatlng

to others. Notwithstanding the fact that the superficiality of this

type or interpretation is cause fわr some concern, the analyses by the

contributlng young SOCiologlStS are instructive, for they compare

the United States, China and Japan, which they associate with

individualism, relationism and groupISm respectively, and from

this perspective they then compare rules or communication, the

occurrence or communication gaps, the fわrmation or corporate

organizations and modes or partlClpation, and fわrms or corporate
●     ●

integration. Although comparisons or Western individualism and

Japanese groupISm are commonplace, the further comparison of

these with Chinese relationism, which attaches great importance to
"face," Could be regarded as a new viewpolnt that merits considera-

tion.

Next, turnlng Our attention to religlOn, We丘nd that the fわremost

achievement orthis period was without a･doubt the publication or

an encyclopaedia compiled by Inoue Nobutaka et al. lVIII-05].

This brings together in one volume the knowledge hitherto ac-

cumulated on new religlOnS in modern and contemporary Japan,

and it describes in great detail the various new religlOnS that have

appeared since the end of the bakufu and the Meiji Restoration

down to the present age with reference to the eight subject headings

oforlglnS and history, founder, organization, teachings and philos-
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ophy, practices, facilities, relations with society, and relations with

forelgn Cultures･ Although the maJOrlty Of new religions have until

now not been treated or seriously, their members are said to

account fわr ten or even twenty percent or the population, and

through the academic study or these religlOnS the compilers or this

encyclopaedia attempt to shed light on the desires and hopes

present in the lives orthe general populace･ The concluding section

or materials includes lists or religlOuS groups and their fわunders

and leaders, laws and regulations related to relig10n, a bibliogra-

phy, academic JOurnals, and a list or abbreviated names or reli一

glOuS groups, and it is an indispensable guide fわr researchers or

Japanese new relig10nSI In addition, the work by Araki Michio et

α7. [ⅤⅠⅠト06] discusses religious booms in the context ormoderni-

zation, and leading religlOuS SCholars set fわrth their views and

debate amongst themselves on a number or interestlng tOplCS, all or

which are most instructive･ For example, Araki views new reli-

glOnS aS fわrms or fわlk religlOn; Nishiyama polntS Out that durlng

the Taish6 era, when the modernization of the Meiji era had come

to an end, and during the 1970S, when postwar modernization had

come to a provisional end, there appeared new religlOnS employlng

techniques fわr controlling splrltS, and he perceives therein a reac-

tion to modernization on the part or the populace; Ohama polntS

to the need to pay attention to the distinctive means and motives

of Japanese who have converted to Christianlty; and 6mura argues

that unexpected postmodern trends are emerglng ln established

religious groups such as the J6do Shin sect･ In addition, there also

appeared a study by Suzuki Masataka [ⅤⅠⅠⅠ-07] ormountain cults

and mountain asceticism (shugendo-) still to be found in variPus

parts or Japan and a sociologlCal inqulry into the historlCal

development or Christianity by Take Kuniyasu [ⅤⅠⅠト08]･

On the subject of youth, there appeared inter alia an examina-

tion of contemporary youth from the perspectives of independence

and networking techniques by Shibano Sh6zan [VIIト09] and a

volume edited by Takahashi YQetsu and Fujimura Masayuki

[ⅤⅠⅠト10] which discusses youth culture in contemporary Japan

from the three aspects of the sacred, profane and playful･

In regard to women, there was published丘rst or all a collection
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Or basic materials by the Statistics Bureau or the Management and

Coordination Agency [ⅤⅠⅠト1廿This monograph, authored by

Sagaza Haruo, discusses the social status or Japanese women on

the basis orthe 1985 census, and fbllowlng an introduction which

touches on the sex ratio or the Japanese popu､lation and longevlty,

it deals comprehensively with the marital status or women, the

position or women within the household, the employment or

women, and wome丘and education. It includes much useful infor-

mation, such as, for example, the fact that whereas the ratio of

women enterlng Junior colleges and universities surpassed that or

men in 1988-89 (from 37.2% V. 36.2% to 35.8% V. 36.8%), there was

still a large difference in the numbers enterlng universities only

(34.0% V. 14.5% [1989]). Next, the work by Ogino Miho et al.

[VIII- 12] represents an attempt by Tomen r?searchers t0. gain a

grasp of women themselves from a soclO-historlCal perspectlVe, and

Sembon Akiko'S study or the fわrmation or the sexual division or

roles in Japan, based on an analys上s Ora housekeeplng Survey, and

Ochiai Emiko's analysts Or the modernization or childbirth in

Japan, based on a midwife's life history, are useful for understand-

lng Japanese women in a historical context･

On feminism there appeared a volume edited by Hirowatari

seigo et al. lVIII-13] and books by Oda Motoko lVIII-14] and

Ehara Yumiko lVIII-15]･ The work by Hirow?tari et al･ is the

record or a joint seminar conducted at a universlty, and a distinc-

tive feature of this work is its attempt to universalize feminism,

with male researchers specializing in law and the history or

thought also taking part･ Oda, on the other hand, sets out to bring

some order to the convoluted debates about feminism by applying

system theory･ She seeks to relativize the sometimes radical state一

ments of feminists within patterns of relationships based on evolu-

tionary theory ln an attempt tO Strike some sort or balance, but
●

there will doubtless be objections to the orientation or her pessi一

mistic view of the future of human liberation in an ecologlCally

reduced equilibrium･ By way or contrast, Ehara's book, partly

in且uenced by Ueno's aforementioned work [ⅠII-06], insists upon

the continulng need to expose sexual control grounded in patrlar-

chalism, and it is an important work for reconfirmlng the well-
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being of radical feminism in Japan･ As will be evident from the

above works, lt is still in this丘eld that sociology as pursued fわr the

sake or social movements is most active in Japan.

The sociology or sport has also been burgeonlng, and there

were published compilations by Sugawara Rei [ⅤⅠⅠト16] and

Kameyama Yoshiaki [ⅤⅠⅠⅠ- 17] and a book by Nakamura Toshio

[ⅤⅠⅠト18]. The volume edited by Kameyama is divided into three

parts, dealing with sport in contemporary society, social problems

and sport, and leads fわr sports research, and the contributors

discuss, for example, the social functions of sports such as profesI

sional baseball, marathons, golf and ∫〟∽∂ wrestling, which with

the help or television and other mass media enjoy OVerWhelmlng

popularlty among the Japanese, and the question or Hhealth as a

symptom or uneasiness,M thought to underlie the sports boom･ The

book by Nakamura considers problems associated with contempo-

rary sports, distorted by "artificiality,n in terms of the inverse

functions of the observance of rules, which lies at the very heart of

sport, and it is a controversial work by an experienced sportsman

argulng fわr the need to restore to sport its natural qualities･ When

one considers that sport has o鮎n been used as a means fわr glVlng

release to desires and frustration, more wide-ranglng Studies of

toplCS Such as these should no doubt be undertaken in connection

with cultural transfわrmation and social movements too.

Finally, taking lntO account all orthe above as we turn to social

movements, we find that the foremost and virtually only achieve-

ment in this鮎ld durlng the period under review was a volume

compiled by the Social Movements Theory Study Group [ⅤⅠⅠⅠ-

19]. Entitled Shakai undo- no t0-g0- 0 mezashite, this work is

divided into two parts devoted to theory and analys上s reSpeCtively･

In Part 1, dealing with theoretical issues, the resource mobilization

theory and Hnew social movementM theory, which have emerged in

the United States and Europe respectively since the 1970S, are

compared, and while probing the possibilities or integrating the

two, the contributors attempt to de丘ne their own perspective on

movement theories that have emerged anew in Japan with regard to

environmental and other movements･ But perhaps because or the

generational characteristics or the contributlng researchers, the
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discussions as a whole tend towards resource mobilization theory･

In Part 2, devoted to analyses, an overall analysts Or SOCial

movements in postwar Japan is followed by reports on, for exam-

ple, a grass-roots citizens'movement in Musashino, Tokyo, which
relies on networking, a residents'movemeht of the livelihood-

autonomy type which grew with the aim or opposing the construc-

tion of accommodation units for U･ S･ army personnel at Ikego in

Kanagawa prefecture, and the activities of certain disabled people

which developed from a self-help group movement into a move-

ment involving other people too. According to Kajita Takamichi's

analysュs, in which Japan since the period orhigh economic growth

is de丘ned as a Hdevelopment state," Japan's postwar social move一

ments, focusslng On ideologlCal confrontation, rejected "distinc-

tively Japanese qualitiesM up until the early stages or high eco-

nomic growth, but with the advent or an Ha用･uent societyM and

under the influence of citizens'movements and universlty distur-

bances they assumed the characteristics or a new type or social

movement, and a托er having thriven in the fわrm or antl-pollution

movements and residents' movements as protests agalnSt the
"development state," they developed on the one hand, in fitting

with the Hera of reglOnalism," from indictment to communlty

formation, while on the other hand they also began to emerge, in

fitting with "internationalization,M as minorlty movements Sup-

porting women, ethnic minorities and other minorlty grOupS･

Although this analysュs is a little too neatly fわrmulated, it does help

one grasp the general trends bfsocial movements in postwar Japan.

When considered in this light, it would seem that the "eye orthe

storm" or social movements in contemporary Japan is dimly taking

shape within the triangle formed by feminism, the question of

forelgn WOrkers, and reglOnal revitalization movements.
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